2021 PERFORMANCE REPORT OF THE MINING INDUSTRY IN GHANA
Global Economic Developments in 2021
The tapering of lockdowns and other mobility-curtailment measures that were put in place to
mitigate the spread of COVID-19 accelerated the recovery of the global economy from one of
the worst troughs of a business cycle. Global economic activities, as measured by the real gross
domestic product (GDP), increased from -3.1 per cent in 2020 to 6.1 per cent in 20211. Although
the pace of the rebound was the highest post-recession growth rate in fourscore years, the
magnitude of the upturn in measured economic activities was uneven across the various regions
and countries. The dissimilar growth outturns mirrored the localized impact of the pandemic on
economic activities and the relative efficacy of policy responses to the viral disease.

The output growth path of the disparate countries in the major Advanced Economies was near
homogenous, with Japan being the sole outlier. In the world’s largest economy, the United
States, an expansion in personal consumption expenditure and gross private investment offset the
contraction in government spending and net exports. As a result, the real value of the country’s
output grew by 5.7 per cent in 2021 relative to a downturn of 3.4 per cent in 20202. In the same
vein, the GDP growth rate in the United Kingdom grew by its highest level since the second
world war, from -9.3 per cent in 2020 to 7.4 per cent in 2021. The recovery in measured
economic activities was driven primarily by an expansion in government spending, private
consumption expenditure, and private investments as well as a narrowing of the deficit in net
exports3.

1

International Monetary Fund (April 2022). World Economic Outlook: War sets back the global recovery. Available
at:
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/36519/9781464817601.pdf?sequence=10&isAllowed
=y
2
Bureau of Economic Analysis (2022). Available at: https://www.bea.gov/sites/default/files/202201/gdp4q21_adv.pdf
3
Office
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(2022).
Available
at:
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/grossdomesticproductgdp/bulletins/quarterlynationalaccounts/octobertodecember
2021
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In the Euro Area, a string of positive economic growth outturns accelerated the Area’s recovery
from its worst recession in nearly two decades. An increase in final consumption expenditure
(federal and private) and gross capital formation occasioned a nine-year-high growth rate in the
Area’s largest economy, Germany4. The country’s real GDP improved from -4.6 per cent in 2020
to 2.9 per cent in 2021. Likewise, the other dominant economies in the Area, France, Italy, and
Spain recorded upturns in economic activities, from -7.9 per cent in 2020 to 7.0 per cent in 2021,
-9.0 per cent in 2020 to 6.6 per cent in 2021, and -10.8 in 2020 to 5.1 per cent in 2021
respectively. Overall, the Area’s GDP improved from a downturn of 6.4 per cent in 2020 to 5.4
per cent in 20215. In Japan, the expansions in private and government expenditures, as well as
exports, were moderated by the downturn in gross capital formation. Its GDP growth rate
improved from a decline of 4.5 per cent in 2020 to 1.6 per cent in 2021. Despite its seeming
sluggish pace, the GDP growth outturn in 2021 was the country’s second highest in the last
decade6. Overall, the GDP of Advanced Economies grew from -4.5 per cent in 2020 to 5.2 per
cent in 2021.
In line with the last decade’s pattern, GDP growth outturns in the Emerging Market and
Developing Economies (EMDE) continued to outpace the average growth rate of the global and
Advanced Economies. The bloc’s GDP recovered from a downturn of 2 per cent in 2020 to 6.8
per cent in 2021 on the back of a synchronized expansion in economic activities in the various
regional groups. Emerging and Developing countries in Asia recorded a GDP growth rate of 7.3
per cent in 2021 relative to -0.8 per cent in 2020. In China, which is the EMDE’s and the
region’s largest economy, the growth rate of the total value of measured economic activities
increased from 2.2 per cent in 2020 to 8.1 per cent in 2021. The upturn in GDP was attributable
4

Federal Statistics Office of Germany (2022) Available at: https://www.destatis.de/EN/Themes/Economy/NationalAccounts-Domestic-Product/Tables/domestic-product-consumtion-capital-formation-balance-exports-imports.html
5
Eurostat (2022). Available at: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/databrowser/view/tec00115/default/table?lang=en
6
The Cabinet Office (2022). Available at: https://www.esri.cao.go.jp/en/sna/menu.html
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to concurrent increases in final consumption expenditure, gross capital formation, and net
exports7. Likewise, the GDP of Emerging and Developing Europe and the Middle East improved
from -1.8 per cent in 2020 to 6.7 per cent in 2021 and from -2.9 per cent to 5.7 per cent in the
same period respectively. Further, Latin America and the Caribbean’s GDP expanded by 6.8 per
cent in 2021 as compared to a contraction of 7 per cent in 2020.
Sub-Saharan Africa’s GDP growth rate lagged behind the equivalent outturn for the EMDE and
Advanced Economies, which reflects the tenuous recovery path of the region. The GDP of the
region’s leading economy, Nigeria, grew by 3.6 per cent in 2021 relative to -1.8 per cent in 2020.
The expansion in economic activities was driven by an increase in personal consumption
expenditure and gross fixed capital formation which offset the contraction in net exports and
government expenditure8. Likewise, South Africa’s GDP growth rate returned to a positive
trajectory following a COVID-19-induced recession in 2020. The upturn in GDP, from -6.4 per
cent in 2020 to 4.9 per cent in 2021, was due to an increase in household final consumption
expenditure, gross fixed capital formation, and net exports9. Complemented by the concurrent
growth rate of GDP in every country in the region, except Chad and the Republic of Congo, the
recovery of the largest economies in the region swung the GDP growth rate of Sub-Saharan
Africa from -1.7 per cent in 2020 to 4.5 per cent in 2021.

Outlook of the Global Economy in 2022
The momentum and broad-based recovery of the global economy were forecasted to persist in
2022 due partly to the increased access to COVID-19 vaccines and the general decline in the
severity of the spillover effects of the pandemic. However, the pockets of a resurgence of the

7

National Bureau of Statistics of China (2022) Statistical Communiqué of the People's Republic of China on the
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viral disease were expected to combine with pre-existing structural rigidities to slow down the
GDP growth projections. The headline challenges include elevated inflationary expectations
resulting from the accommodative monetary policy stance in the COVID-19 era and high debt
levels. This downside risk has been amplified by the economic contagion elicited by the invasion
of Ukraine by Russia. The conflict is projected to disrupt the warring countries’ ability to play
their traditional roles as major producers of food (Ukraine) and fuel (Russia). Consequently, food
and crude oil prices, which contribute more than 30 per cent of a typical country’s consumer
price index (CPI) movements, were anticipated to increase and with divergent impacts on the
respective regions of the global economy.

In the Advanced Economies, the supply-side shocks induced by the war, sanctions imposed on
Russia, and country-specific structural challenges would decelerate GDP growth by almost 200
basis points, from 5.2 per cent in 2021 to a projected outturn of 3.3 per cent in 2022. In addition
to the economic cost of the conflict, the hike in interest rates by the Federal Reserve Bank of the
United States and other central banks in the Advanced Economies was expected to further
tighten the credit market for EMDE10. The triumvirate of high inflationary expectations, elevated
debt stress, and COVID-19 were projected to reduce the GDP growth rate of EMDE to 3.8 per
cent in 2022 from 6.8 per cent in 2021. On the whole, the growth rate of aggregate value of
global economic activities was anticipated to decelerate from 6.1 per cent in 2021 to 3.6 per cent
in 2022 as shown in figure 1.0

10

The hike in the yield of treasury debt securities would enhance the attractiveness of such instruments to investors.

More so, it would lead to an increase in the interest rate on non-sovereign debt securities. Overall, such outcomes
could trigger a reversal of capital from EMDEs. To stymie such outflows, most governments in EMDEs bid up the
rate of return on their assets, which worsens the debt crisis in the region.
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Figure 1.0: Real GDP Growth Rate in Economic Blocs and Selected Countries
Source: Constructed based on data from various sources (2022)

2.0: Domestic Economic Developments in 2021
In Ghana, the progressive easing of COVID-19 restrictions due to the relative availability of
vaccines led to a rebound in economic activities in 2021. The real value of measured economic
activities increased from GH₵ 166.157 billion in 2020 to GH₵ 175.057 billion in 2021,
representing a growth outturn of 5.4 per cent. The primary drivers of growth were expansion in
the cocoa, manufacturing, water and sewerage, information, and communication, as well as
public administration and defence sub-sectors.
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In terms of sectoral growth rate, the services sector was propelled by the expansion in the
information and communication as well as public administration and defence sub-sectors to
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record the highest outturn of 9.4 per cent in 2021 relative to 0.7 per cent in 2020. This was
followed by the agricultural sector with a growth rate of 8.4 per cent in 2021 as compared to 7.3
per cent in 2020. The rebound of the cocoa sub-sector was largely responsible for the upturn in
the agricultural sector. Akin to the previous year, activities in the industrial sector contracted.
However, the sector’s downturn was at a slower rate of 0.8 per cent in 2021 relative to 2.5 per
cent in 2020. The consecutive decline in the sector’s gross value added was due to the
simultaneous slump in the production of solid minerals and hydrocarbons.

On account of its relatively high growth, the services sector consolidated its position as the
largest contributor to GDP. Its share of GDP improved marginally from 48.1 per cent in 2020 to
48.9 per cent in 2021. In a similar vein, the agricultural sector’s share of GDP improved slightly
from 20.1 per cent in 2020 to 21.0 per cent in 2021. As expected, the industrial sector’s
contribution to GDP pared by 1.7 percentage points, from 31.8 per cent in 2020 to 30.1 per cent
in 2021. This was primarily attributable to a 12.1 per cent reduction in the gross value added of
the mining and quarrying sector, which also includes oil and gas. However, the gross value
added of the core mining and quarrying sub-sector (excluding oil and gas) declined by 11.67 per
cent in 2021 as compared to -13.97 per cent in 2020. This translates into a reduction in the subsector’s nominal value from GH₵ 11.449 billion in 2020 and GH₵ 10.113 billion in 2021 (in
constant 2013 prices). In the light of its sluggish outturn, the contribution of the core mining and
quarrying sub-sector to GDP plummeted from 7.6 per cent in 2020 to 5 per cent in 2021 as
depicted in table 1.0.
Table 1.0: Selected Indicators of the Core Mining and Quarrying Sub-Sector
Parameter

2020

2021

% Change

Gross Value Added (GH₵ Billion)

11.449

10.113

-11.671

Contribution to Gross Domestic Product (%)

7.585

5.001

-34.071

Growth Rate (%)

-13.97

-11.67

-

Source: Based on data from the Ghana Statistical Service (2022)
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Economic Growth Outlook in 2022
The GDP growth outturn in 2021 presaged the return of the Ghanaian economy to the prepandemic levels of activity. To further close the output gap induced by the pandemic, the
Government of Ghana intends to complement its COVID-19 curtailment programme with
tailored interventions that would accelerate the growth of the real sector. The government’s
flagship programmes, such as Planting for Food and Jobs, as well as the Ghana COVID-19
Alleviation and Revitalisation of Enterprises Support (GhanaCARES), would anchor the
economy’s expansion in 2022. More so, the oil and gas sub-sector is expected to recover from its
two-year contraction due to favourable external developments. In a similar vein, the growth
trajectory of the minerals sector is projected to be positive in 2022. The anticipated rebound in
the sub-sector’s activities is partly premised on the halving of withholding tax on gold exports by
small-scale miners, from 3 per cent in 2021 to 1.5 per cent in 2022, as announced in the 2022
budget statement and economic policy. Further, the Government’s planned fiscal consolidation,
which involves the introduction of new tax measures and a cutback on expenditure, is expected
to complement the previously cited interventions to increase GDP growth to 5.8 per cent in 2022.

Notwithstanding, there are significant downside risks to the economic growth outlook for 2022.
The effective loss of access to the international credit market (following the downgrade of the
country’s sovereign credit rating) portend a reduction in the government’s capital expenditure.
This is likely to impact adversely on the country’s growth prospects. At the same time, the
spillover effects of the Russia-Ukraine conflict have elevated inflationary risk and interest rate
expectations, with the possibility of crowding out the private sector from the loanable funds
market.
Overall, we expect the government’s programmes to moderate the growth-curtailing effects of
the exogenous shocks. However, the contagion effects of the external developments are
anticipated to tilt the GDP growth rate outlook slightly below the projected outturn of 5.8 per
cent in 2022.
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Overview of Global Gold Industry in 2021
Trends in Demand for Gold in 202111
Like other assets, the demand for gold responds to changes in its own price and other variables
that are largely driven by developments in the global economy as well as regional and countryspecific dynamics. Although these factors had varying impacts on the traditional classes of
demand for gold; jewelry consumption, investment, official, and technology, they combined to
increase the yellow metal’s demand from 3,732 tonnes in 2020 to 3,924 tonnes in 2021. This
represents year-over-year growth of 5.13 per cent as shown in figure 2.012.

Figure 2.0: Trends in Classes of Gold Demand
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The demand for gold jewelry is primarily a function of real income, which is in turn determined
by nominal income and the general price level. The recovery of the global economy was
11

Except otherwise stated, data for this section was sourced from the World Gold Council. Available at
https://www.gold.org/goldhub/research/gold-demand-trends/gold-demand-trends-full-year-2021
12
The total demand excludes inventory, which we do not consider as part of actual demand.
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associated with modest improvements in nominal income, and this is known to correlate
positively with the demand for gold jewelry. At the same time, the accommodative fiscal and
monetary measures that propelled the global economy out of the previous year’s recession
bequeathed an elevation in the general price level in 2021, which tend to reduce real income and
abate consumers’ appetite for gold jewelry. However, the contrasting influence of the recovery
of the global economy on demand for jewelry was mediated by the additional demand elicited by
the easing of COVID-19- induced restrictions on social gatherings, such as festivals and
weddings. These periods have historically coincided with a surge in demand for gold jewelry.
Overall, the growth in nominal income that was induced by the recovery of the economy and the
removal of restrictions on social events outweighed the demand-curtailing effects of an increase
in the global price level. Consequently, the demand for gold jewelry improved from 1,401 tonnes
in 2020 to 2,124 tonnes in 2021 to recover its position as the largest source of demand for gold13.

The 51.57 per cent upturn in demand for gold jewelry was occasioned by broad-based increases
in the major markets for jewelry. In the largest global market for gold jewelry, China (mainland),
demand for gold increased by 63.04 per cent to 675 tonnes in 2021 from 414 tonnes in 2020.
This also implies that China’s contribution to the demand for gold jewelry increased from 29.5
per cent in 2020 to 31.77 per cent in 2021. The significant expansion in consumption of gold
jewelry was attributed to the recovery of China’s economy and the relatively stable price of gold.
In addition, festivities proved to be a key source of demand for gold jewelry, particularly after
the country’s strict lockdown led to the deferment of weddings and the new year festival in 2020.
In a similar vein, the demand for gold jewelry in India increased from 316 tonnes in 2020 to 611
tonnes in 2021 on the back of seasonal and social events. The country’s share of the market for
gold jewelry also increased from 22.55 per cent in 2020 to 28.77 per cent in 2021. With the
exception of Sri Lanka, whose economy was distressed, the demand for gold jewelry increased in
all the other notable markets in the Asian region.
13

In 2020, investment demand for gold was the largest source of demand for gold.
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On the whole, the region’s demand for gold increased by 68.48 per cent, from 853 tonnes in
2020 to 1,437 tonnes in 2021. In terms of share of demand for gold jewelry, the region accounted
for 67.67 per cent in 2021 as compared to 60.87 per cent in 2020.

In the Middle East, the recovery of the tourism sector partly accounted for the growth in the
region’s demand for gold jewelry from 227 tonnes in 2020 to 320 tonnes in 2021. The dominant
markets, United Arab Emirates (UAE), and Saudi Arabia, recorded demand growth outturns of
47 per cent and 57 per cent respectively. Specifically, the demand for gold jewelry in Saudi
Arabia improved from 23 tonnes in 2020 to 33 tonnes in 2021 while that of the UAE expanded
from 22 tonnes to 34 tonnes over the same period. Coupled with concurrent increases in demand
from other countries in the region, the growth in demand from the previously cited countries
contributed to expanding the region’s demand for gold jewelry from 113 tonnes in 2020 to 159
tonnes in 2021. Despite the 41.08 per cent upturn in the region’s demand for gold jewelry, its
contribution to global demand for gold jewelry decreased from 8.09 per cent in 2020 to 7.53 per
cent in 2021.

Regarding the American and European regions, their respective demand for gold jewelry swung
upwards from 158 tonnes in 2020 to 192 tonnes in 2021 and from 117 tonnes to 143 tonnes in
the corresponding period. This is equivalent to a growth rate of 21.27 per cent for the American
region and 28.26 per cent for the European region. In the Americas, the United States recorded a
26 per cent year-over-year growth in demand for gold jewelry. The increase in demand for gold
jewelry from 118 tonnes in 2020 to 149 tonnes in 2021 was partly due to the strengthening of the
US economy. The demand outturn in 2021 was the country’s highest in twelve years. Similarly, a
string of growth in demand for gold jewelry in Europe’s largest markets, France, Germany, Italy,
and the United Kingdom, was driven largely by the recovery of their respective economies. With
respect to contribution to demand for gold jewelry, the share of the Americas nosedived from
11.30 per cent in 2020 to 9.04 per cent in 2021 while that of the European market declined from
10 | P a g e
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7.97 per cent to 6.74 per cent over the same period. Figure 3.0. illustrates the demand for gold
jewelry in the various regions in 2021.

Figure 3.0: Regional Share of Demand for Gold Jewelry in 2021
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Investment demand for gold comprises the demand for gold bars and coins as well as goldbacked exchange traded funds (ETF). The demand for these assets is influenced predominantly
by inflation and interest rate expectations, which tend to be correlated to the health of the global
economy. While an elevated inflationary outlook tends to enhance the appeal of gold as a
hedging instrument, it also signals the monetary authorities to increase their respective
benchmark interest rates. The former outcome is reckoned to increase the demand for gold bars
and coins whereas the latter is associated with a net outflow of ETFs.
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In addition to the stable price of gold, the concerns about rising inflation triggered an eight-year
high increase in the demand for gold bars and coins, from 900 tonnes in 2020 to 1,180 tonnes in
2021. The 31 per cent expansion in demand for gold bars was driven primarily by consumers in
China and India, who account for about 40 per cent of the global demand. In mainland China, the
demand for gold bars and coins improved by 43.55 per cent to 286 tonnes in 2021 from 199
tonnes in 2020. The significant upturn in demand was partly attributable to income growth and
the pricing of gold in smaller units such as grams. Similarly, India’s demand for gold bars and
coins increased from 130 tonnes in 2020 to 187 tonnes in 2021. The 43 per cent expansion in
gold bars and coins was largely explained by the fairly stable price of gold which made the asset
affordable. Further, consumers in the United States and Germany increased their purchases of
gold bars and coins from 69 tonnes in 2020 to 117 tonnes in 2021and from 157 tonnes to 162
tonnes over the same period. The significant appreciation in demand in both countries was
primarily a function of the appreciation of their respective currencies that made the yellow bars
and coins relatively affordable.
On the downside, Turkey and Iran’s demand for gold bars and coins contracted by 49.27 per cent
and 29.80 per cent respectively. The decrease in Turkey’s demand for gold bars from 121 tonnes
in 2020 to 61 tonnes in 2021 was due mainly to the depreciation of its currency (lira) against the
dollar which increased the price of the asset. In the case of Iran, the downturn in demand for gold
bars and coins from 36 tonnes in 2020 to 26 tonnes in 2021 was ascribed to the impact of
international sanctions. A summary of the trends in the demand for gold bars and coins is shown
in figure 4.0.

Figure 4.0: Demand for Gold Bars and Coins
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Unlike gold bars and coins, western countries dominate the market for gold-backed ETFs due to
their market-oriented economy and the relatively high liquidity of such mutual funds. In the
United States, the yields on short and long-term government securities were adjusted upwards to
provide real returns to holders due to heightened inflationary risk. As a result, most investors
reorganized their portfolios in favour of such near-risk-free assets. This led to the disinvestment
of 200 tonnes worth of gold-backed ETFs from the US market. Conversely, the demand for ETFs
increased by the equivalent of 19 tonnes in Germany, which is the largest market for such
tradable assets in Europe. In Asia, the ETF portfolio attributable to firms in China grew by 14
tonnes in 2021 due to the expected high returns on such assets. Overall, there was a net outflow
of 173 tonnes worth of ETFs in 2021 relative to a net inflow of 874 tonnes in 2020.

Notwithstanding the fall in demand, the holdings of physically-backed gold ETFs were largely
concentrated in North America, with a market share of 50.47 per cent. This was followed by
13 | P a g e
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ETFs that were listed on the European bourses, which account for 43.92 per cent of the global
market share. The Asian market and the residual countries account for 3.92 per cent and 1.69 per
cent of the funds under management of physically-backed gold ETFs in 2021 as depicted in
figure 5.0.
Figure 5.0: Distribution of Assets under Management of Physically-Backed Gold ETFs by
Region
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Source: Based on data from World Gold Council (2022)

On account of the divergent outturns of ETFs and gold bars and coins, the aggregate demand for
gold for investment purposes declined from 1,734 tonnes in 2020 to 1,007 tonnes in 2021. Its
contribution to total gold demand also fell from 47.52 in 2020 per cent to 25.67 per cent in 2021,
making it the second-largest source of demand for gold.

The penultimate demand for gold, central banks’ demand for gold, is primarily anchored on
monetary policy objectives and geopolitical considerations rather than market fundamentals. The
total net purchases of gold by the lenders of last resort rebounded from its 2020 level of 255
tonnes to 463 tonnes in 2021, representing an improvement of 86.13 per cent. This marked
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growth in official demand for gold was driven by both perennial buyers and new entrants.
Among the former group were the central banks of India, Hungary, Uzbekistan, and Kazakhstan
which increased their stock of reserve gold holdings in 2021 by 77 tonnes, 63 tonnes, 30 tonnes,
and 15 tonnes respectively. The significant new purchases were made by Thailand (90 tonnes),
Brazil (62 tonnes), and Singapore (26 tonnes). On the other hand, some central banks reduced
their gold holdings in 2021, with the Philippines being the largest seller of gold (31 tonnes). The
other notable sales were done by the lenders of last resort in Kyrgyz (7 tonnes), Sri Lanka (4
tonnes), Germany (3 tonnes), and UAE (2 tonnes). As illustrated in figure 6.0, the demand for
gold for official purposes stood at 11.80 per cent in 2021. Its corresponding share in 2020 was
6.83 per cent.

Figure 6.0: Distribution of Demand for Gold in 2021
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In terms of absolute holdings, the Federal Reserve Bank of the United States had the largest
stock of gold reserves of 8,134 tonnes at the end of 2021. This translates into 68.2 per cent of its
reserve assets. This was followed by Germany and Italy with 3,356 tonnes and 2,452 tonnes in
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2021, which was equivalent to 67.73 per cent and 64.98 per cent of their reserves respectively14.
The two other central banks that complete the list of the top five governments’ banks with the
largest reserve inventories of gold are France and Russia with 2,436 tonnes (60.34 per cent) and
2,298 tonnes (22.37 per cent) respectively. In Africa, the central banks with the largest stock of
gold reserves in 2021 were Algeria, South Africa, Egypt, Libya, and Morocco with 174 tonnes,
125.3 tonnes, 125 tonnes, 117 tonnes, and 22 tonnes respectively. The equivalent shares of
reserve are 18.95 percent, 125.34 per cent, 124.97 per cent, 9.0 per cent, and 3.93 per cent. On
account of the growth in new purchases, the stock of gold used as a reserve asset increased to
35,600 tonnes as of the end of 2021, which was the highest since 1992.

Lastly, the demand for gold used in technological applications is fundamentally a derived
demand and therefore depends on the health of demand for those outputs. The technology
demand for gold comprises gold used in electronics, other industrial applications, and dentistry.
In 2021, the modest recovery of the economy and easing of restrictions on COVID-19 provided
tailwinds for a surge in demand for gold used in electronics and other industrial applications.
Specifically, the demand for gold used in electronics increased from 249 tonnes in 2020 to 272
tonnes in 2021, representing a growth rate of 9.11 per cent. The main uses of gold in the
electronics sector include the manufacturing of LED, Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs), and
memory chips. It is also used increasingly in Artificial Intelligence (AI) applications. While the
demand for gold in other industrial applications improved by 12 per cent, from 41.57 tonnes in
2020 to 46.76 tonnes in 2021, the downward trend in demand for gold in dentistry persisted. The
demand for gold in dentistry declined from 11.9 tonnes in 2020 to 11.4 tonnes in 2021, a fall of
4.24. On the whole, the cumulative increase in demand for gold in electronics and other
industrial applications outweighed the decline in demand for gold in dentistry. Consequently, the
demand for gold in technological applications improved from 303 tonnes in 2020 to 330 tonnes
14

This ranking overlooks the International Monetary Fund which has a stock of 2,814 tonnes of gold since it is not
the central bank of a country
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in 2021, which translates into a year-over-year increment of 9.05 per cent. The contribution of
technological demand for gold to aggregate demand for gold improved marginally from 8.11 per
cent in 2020 to 8.41 per cent in 2021.

Outlook of Demand for Gold in 2022
The recovery path of the global economy has largely been tilted downwards by the resurgence of
COVID-19 in some countries and the economic contagion associated with the Russia-Ukraine
war. The projected deceleration in economic activities is expected to have an adverse impact on
the affordability of the yellow metal and therefore induce a decline in the components of demand
for gold that depend on income, such as gold bars and coins as well as jewelry. Conversely, the
uncertainty of the magnitude of the cost of the Russia-Ukraine war on the global economy would
encourage some investors to adopt “a wait-and-see strategy”, which would strengthen the allure
of gold as a safe-haven asset. This is expected to increase the investment demand for gold. On
the other hand, the broad increases in Federal Reserve Bank’s benchmark interest rates would
pose a major downside risk to ETFs even though such measures are intended to exert downward
pressure on the inflation rate in the United States. With regard to central banks’ purchases of
gold, we anticipate that their demand would increase in line with the elevation in the uncertainty
of the global economy’s growth path as well as the geopolitical tensions. Generally, we
anticipate that aggregate demand for gold in 2022 would increase but at a slower rate as
compared to 2021.
Global Supply of Gold in 202115
The global supply of gold, which comprises mine production, recycled gold, and net producer
hedging, declined from 4,768 tonnes in 2020 to 4,725 tonnes in 2021. The marginal 0.9 per cent
reduction in aggregate gold supply was primarily occasioned by the 11.38 per cent slump in
15

Unless otherwise stated, data for this section was sourced from Metals Focus Five-Year Forecasting Quarterly
April 2022. This data may be revised by Metals Focus.
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recycled gold and reduction in the global hedge book by 44 tonnes, which were sufficient to
offset the 2.99 per cent increase in mine production. Specifically, gold production expanded from
3,477 tonnes in 2020 to 3,581 tonnes in 2021 while the volume of recycled gold plummeted from
1,291 tonnes in 2020 to 1,144 tonnes in 2021.
The three-year high downturn in recycled gold was unexpected as the easing of the COVID-19
restrictions was forecasted to coincide with an increase in the resale of jewelry and other gold
ornaments. This expectation was premised on the assumption that the lockdowns made it onerous
for consumers to have access to their usual over-the-counter (OTC) outlets for the resale of used
gold-bearing items. The deviation, however, was partly explained by the relatively stable and
low price of gold in 2021, which limited profit-taking opportunities in the OTC market.
Furthermore, the modest improvements in income levels associated with the recovery of the
economy discouraged distressing selling, which was prevalent in 2020. The downturn in recycled
gold was particularly pronounced in the largest OTC markets, India, and China.

Similarly, the fairly stable price of gold partly disincentivized producers from exposing their
operations to hedged prices. This was evinced by the reduction in hedging positions throughout
the year, except for the last quarter of 2021 when the hedge book increased by a marginal one
percentage point.

The modest growth in mine production was explained by the expansion in output of producers in
Africa, the Commonwealth of Independent States, Central, and South America, as well as North
America. The combined increase in production from these producers counterbalanced the decline
in production from Asia, Oceania, and Europe. Africa’s contribution to global mine production
increased by 6.36 per cent to 985 tonnes in 2021 from 926 tonnes in 2020. The continent’s
production outturn in 2021 translates into 27.49 per cent of global gold production, a slight
improvement over the 26.62 per cent recorded in 2020. The expansion in the continent’s output
was driven primarily by producers in South Africa, Burkina Faso, Cote d’Ivoire, and Egypt,
which moderated the steep decline in Ghana’s production. Specifically, gold production
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attributable to producers in South Africa increased from 96 tonnes in 2020 to 105 tonnes in 2021
while that of Burkina Faso improved from 62.1 tonnes to 66.8 tonnes over the same period16. On
the contrary, gold production attributable to Ghana fell from 114 tonnes in 2020 to 80 tonnes in
202117. The slump in Ghana’s output was primarily due to the contraction in output of the smallscale gold sector, which in turn mirrored the sub-sector’s response to the introduction of a 3.0
withholding tax on gold exports by the government in 202018. Against this backdrop, South
Africa overtook Ghana as the leading producer of gold on the African continent. More so, Ghana
dropped out of the top ten producers of gold for the first time in more than a decade.
In Asia, the decline in production of the world’s largest producer of gold, China, drove the
continent’s output downwards from 612 tonnes in 2020 to 600 tonnes in 2021. The reduction in
China’s output, from 368 tonnes in 2020 to 332 tonnes in 2021, was predicated on health and
safety concerns that led to intermittent stoppages of operations, particularly in its Shandong
province. On a year-over-year basis, China’s output fell by 9.87 per cent. Even though Indonesia,
which is the eighth largest producer of gold, recorded a 17.01 upturn in production, from 101
tonnes in 2020 to 118 tonnes in 2021, it was insufficient to reverse the downturn in production.
On account of the 2.06 per cent decline in aggregate production, the contribution of Asia to
global gold production decreased from 17.25 per cent in 2020 to 16.75 per cent in 2021 as shown
in figure 7.0.
Figure 7.0: Regional Distribution of Gold Production in 2021

16

Data on South Africa was sourced from the Minerals Council of South Africa (available at
https://www.mineralscouncil.org.za/industry-news/publications/facts-and-figures) while that of Burkina Faso was
sourced from the Burkina Faso Chamber of Mines.
17
Ghana Chamber of Mines (2022) and Minerals Commission (2022)
18
The tax was applicable to only gold exports by the small-scale producers and was reduced to 1.5 per cent with
effect from 2022
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An upturn in gold output by producers in Canada and Mexico moderated the decline in gold
production by producers in the United States. As a result, gold production attributable to North
America improved from 474 tonnes in 2020 to 496 tonnes in 2021, a growth rate of 4.53 per cent
as shown in figure 8.0. Whereas Canada’s output expanded by 11.39 per cent, from 171 tonnes in
2020 to 190 tonnes in 2021, Mexico’s improved from 110 tonnes to 125 tonnes over the same
period. The latter represents an increase of 12.82 per cent. The rise in the previously cited
countries’ output reflected the steady-state production level, which was achieved following the
easing of the COVID-19 restrictions. On the other hand, production in the United States declined
by 6.3 per cent to 181 tonnes in 2021 from 193 tonnes in 2020 due mainly to operational issues.
Owing to the modest improvement in the continent’s gold production, the share of North
America in global gold production was largely unchanged, from 13.6 per cent in 2020 to 13.8 per
cent in 2021.
Fig 8.0: Trends in Regional Gold Production (2020 and 2021)
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In the Commonwealth of Independent States, the output of its largest producer, Russia, decreased
marginally from 332 tonnes in 2020 to 331 tonnes in 2021. However, the growth in production
from other regional producers, such as Kazakhstan, masked the impact of the reduction in
Russia’s output on the region’s aggregate production. Overall, the region’s gold output increased
by 0.63 per cent to 562 tonnes in 2021 relative to 559 tonnes in 2020 while its contribution to
global gold production dropped from 16.07 per cent in 2020 to 15.71 per cent in 2021.
Central and South America recorded the highest year-over-year increase in gold production of
11.79 per cent. The growth in the region’s output from 485 tonnes in 2020 to 542 tonnes in 2021
was premised on a broad rise in gold production of its major producers, such as Peru, Brazil, and
Argentina. The string of consecutive growth outturns improved the region’s contribution to
global gold production from 13.9 per cent in 2020 to 15.13 per cent in 2021.

With regard to Oceania, the contraction in output from mines in Australia and Papua New
Guinea triggered a 6.28 per cent reduction in gold output, from 387 tonnes in 2020 to 363 tonnes
in 2021. Australia’s production fell from 328 tonnes in 2020 to 315 tonnes in 2021 while that of
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Papua New Guinea reduced from 53 tonnes in 2020 to 43 tonnes in 2021. This translates into a
downturn of 6.28 per cent for Australia and 18.87 per cent for Papua New Guinea. Expectedly,
the region’s share of total gold production declined from 11.14 per cent in 2020 to 10.14 per cent
in 2021.

Lastly, the contribution of Europe to global gold production reduced from 0.97 per cent in 2020
to 0.94 per cent in 2021 on the back of a marginal 0.37 per cent fall in production. The volume of
gold produced by mines in Europe declined from 33.77 tonnes in 2020 to 33.65 tonnes in 2022.
Table 2.0 provides a summary of the largest ten (10) gold-producing countries as of December
202119.
Table 2.0: Top Gold Producing Countries in 2021
Country

Production

Rank

China

332

1st

Russia

331

2nd

Australia

315

3rd

Canada

190

4th

United States

181

5th

Peru

127

6th

Mexico

125

7th

Indonesia

118

8th

South Africa

105

9th

Uzbekistan

100

10th

Sources: Metals Focus (2022), World Gold Council (2022), USGS (2022), Minerals Council of South Africa (2022)

Outlook of Global Gold Supply in 2022
The rankings vary according to the source of data. This table represents a best estimate of each country’s output
based on the available data sources.
19
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With full-year production from about six (6) mines that commenced operations in 2021 and
steady-state production from existing mines, the contribution of mine output to global gold
supply is expected to improve slightly over the outturn in 2021. However, the downturn in
recycling and net hedging is expected to persist, which would moderate the expected growth in
aggregate gold supply in 2022. On the whole, the outlook for the supply of gold is positive but
with a slow growth rate.

The Trajectory of Gold Price in 2021
Like other assets, the price of gold is determined largely by the interaction of demand and
supply. The bullish trajectory of the gold price that characterized the end-of-year trading sessions
in 2020 persisted in the early trading sessions of 2021. However, the factors that undergirded the
price rally gave way to optimism about the health of the global economy. This was particularly
the case after the Federal Reserve Bank of the United States left its benchmark interest rate, the
federal funds rate, unchanged at a range of between 0 per cent and 0.25 per cent after the maiden
meeting of the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) in January 2021 and subsequent
meetings for the year. At the same, the yield on the ten-year treasury note increased marginally,
which persuaded investors to reorganize their assets away from the non-interest-bearing gold to
such risk-free securities. Consequently, the yellow metal’s price, which opened the year at US$
1,943 per ounce tumbled throughout the period from January to March till it docked at an allyear-low price of US$ 1,683 per ounce on 30th March. Within this period, the short-lived rise in
the price of gold partly mirrored the underlying uncertainties of the global economy’s recovery.

In April, the price rebounded on concerns about rising inflation and remained on an upward
trajectory until early June. An increase in the United States’ inflation rate to 4.2 per cent in April
was a self-fulfilling prophecy to investors’ apprehension about the expansionary monetary policy
stance of the FOMC. Although the inflation outturn was above the target rate of 2 per cent, the
FOMC described it as “transitory” and maintained its accommodative posture. The incongruence
between investor sentiments and the policy position of the FOMC were the primary tailwinds
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that propelled the growth of the yellow metal’s price from a trough of US$ 1,683 per ounce at
the end of March to a high of US$ 1,829 per ounce in June as depicted in figure 9.0.
Figure 9.0: Price Curve of Gold in 2021

Source: Kitco (2022)

The descent in the price of gold and its subsequent oscillation between a range of US$ 1,723 per
ounce and US$ 1,902 per ounce throughout the period July to October reflected the tradeoff
between steady economic growth and returns on the yellow metal. During this period, the
announcement of higher-than-anticipated job growth by the Bureau of Labour Statistics
somewhat drowned investors’ concerns about the strength of the US economy’s recovery. More
so, near-market consensus about a possible hike in the federal funds rate to curb inflation
moderated investors’ appetite for holding the yellow metal. The appeal of gold as an investment
asset also waned in response to the gradual rise in real yields on treasury notes, which accounted
for a massive outflow of ETFs. Additionally, the US dollar appreciated against other major
currencies and made it more expensive for investors to hold the asset as part of their portfolio.

For the remaining period of the year, the seeming relapse in COVID-19 cases provided
momentum for a momentary surge in price in November. However, these concerns were
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somewhat assuaged after the COVID-19 vaccines were found to be efficacious in averting severe
morbidity and mortality. The yellow metal’s price path was largely steady in the final trading
sessions on the London Metals Exchange (LME) and closed the year at a price of US$ 1,805 per
ounce. Overall, gold traded at a cumulative average price of US$ 1,798 per ounce, which was
1.64 per cent higher than the corresponding outturn in 2020.

Global Cost of Producing Gold in 2021
The global cost of gold production, as proxied by the all-in sustaining cost (AISC), increased
from US$ 996 per ounce in 2020 to US$ 1,068 per ounce in 2021. The 7.27 per cent rise in cost
was symptomatic of the cost pressures that characterized mining operations in 2021. Apart from
North America as well as East Asia and the Indian Subcontinent, all the mining jurisdictions
recorded year-over-year growth in their respective AISC as depicted in figure 10.0.
Figure 10.0: All-In Sustaining Cost for Mining Jurisdictions
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Oceania’s AISC growth rate of 19.33 per cent was the highest across the various mining regions
in 2021. The increase in the cost of producing an ounce of gold from US$ 932 in 2020 to
US$ 1,112 in 2021 was partly attributable to the broad upturn in production cost in the region’s
leading gold producers, Australia, and Papua New Guinea. The decline in production attributable
to both countries exerted upward pressure on their respective cost profile. While Australia’s
AISC per ounce rose from US$ 880 per ounce in 2020 to US$ 1,039 per ounce in 2021, the
corresponding outturn for Papua New Guinea was from US$ 1,251 per ounce to US$ 1,697 per
ounce over the same period. This translates into a growth rate of 18 per cent for Australia and
35.68 per cent for Papua New Guinea.
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The Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) and Central America and Caribbean (CAA)
regions recorded an increase of 13.76 per cent and 13.13 per cent in their respective AISC. The
expansion in CIS’ cost of producing an ounce of gold from US$ 716 in 2020 to US$ 814 in 2021
was due to the consecutive increase in the cost of the region’s main producers. For instance, the
AISC of Russia, Kyrgyzstan, and Kazakhstan rose from US$ 681 per ounce in 2020 to US$ 771
per ounce in 2021, US$ 976 per ounce to US$ 1,241, and from US$ 754 per ounce to US$ 807 in
the same period respectively. The growth in cost was primarily due to the decline in their
respective output. On the other hand, the appreciation in the AISC of the CAA region from
US$ 760 per ounce in 2020 to US$ 860 per ounce in 2021 reflected the mixed cost outturns of
producers. Whereas the average AISC of producers in Mexico and Guyana dropped from
US$ 901 per ounce in 2020 to US$ 849 per ounce in 2021 and from US$ 1,812 per ounce in
2020 to US$ 835 per ounce in 2021 respectively, the corresponding parameter for Nicaragua and
the Dominican Republic increased from US$ 1,086 per ounce in 2020 to US$ 1,178 per ounce in
2021 and from US$ 779 per ounce in 2020 to US$ 983 per ounce in 2021 respectively.

With respect to Africa, the increase in production cost of producers in South Africa (from US$
1,377 per ounce in 2020 to US$ 1,589 per ounce in 2021), Ghana (US$ 1,190 per ounce in 2020
to US$ 1,481 per ounce in 2021), and Cote d’Ivoire (US$ 863 per ounce in 2020 to US$ 954 per
ounce in 2021) offset the reduction in the cost of their counterparts in countries such as Senegal
(US$ 1,036 per ounce in 2020 to US$ 830 per ounce in 2021), Burkina Faso (from US$ 1,002
per ounce in 2020 to US$ 991 per ounce in 2021) and Guinea (from US$ 1,399 per ounce in
2020 to US$ 1,267 per ounce in 2021). As a result, the continent’s AISC rose from US$ 1,062
per ounce in 2020 to US$ 1,162 per ounce in 2021, representing a growth rate of 9.40 per cent.
The 2021 AISC level of US$ 1,162 per ounce was the highest in the various mining regions.

Similarly, the AISC of producers in the Middle East and Europe expanded by 7.13 per cent to
US$ 811 per ounce in 2021 and 6.93 per cent to US$ 1,065 per ounce in 2021 respectively. The
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rise in the per ounce cost of gold production was occasioned by broad-based growth in the output
cost of producers in the respective regions. As well, producers in South America reported a 2.46
per cent growth in their AISC, from US$ 1,098 per ounce in 2020 to US$ 1,125 per ounce in
2021. The rise in production cost was due to the increase in AISC of Brazil (from US$ 1,037 per
ounce in 2020 to US$ 1,240 per ounce in 2021) and Argentina (US$ 1,276 per ounce in 2022 to
US$ 1,318 per ounce in 2021) which outweighed the fall in production cost of Chile (from US$
1,350 per ounce in 2020 to US$ 1,053 per ounce in 2021) and Peru (US$ 1,060 per ounce in
2020 to US$ 1,027 per ounce in 2021).
On the upside, North America’s AISC declined from US$ 1,097 per ounce in 2020 to US$ 1,068
per ounce in 2021 due primarily to the moderating influence of the downturn in Canada’s AISC
on the growth of the United States’ AISC. The cost of producing an ounce of gold in Canada
decreased by 7.12 per cent to US$ 1,096 per ounce in 2021 while that of the United States
increased by 4.47 per cent to US$ 1,144 per ounce in 2021. Overall, the region’s AISC fell by
2.65 per cent on a year-over-year basis.

Producers in East Asia and Indian Sub-continent recorded the largest year-over-year fall in
AISC, from US$ 1,037 per ounce in 2020 to US$ 981 per ounce in 2021. The 5.51 per cent
reduction in production cost was largely attributed to the drop in Indonesia’s AISC from
US$ 966 per ounce in 2020 to US$ 811 per ounce in 2021, which counterbalanced the growth in
cost of producers in Mongolia and China. The former’s AISC increased from US$ 779 per ounce
in 2020 to US$ 994 per ounce in 2021 while China’s ASIC rose from US$ 1,222 per ounce in
2020 to US$ 1,320 per ounce in 2021.

Outlook of Production Cost in 2022
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The global cost of production is projected to decrease by a marginal rate of 2.69 per cent, from
US$ 1,068 per ounce in 2021 to US$ 1,039 per ounce in 202220. The downside optimism is
anchored on the expectation that the relaxation of COVID-19 measures would reduce the supply
chain-induced market frictions that drove the cost of inputs upward. Further, the increase in
AISC of most mining jurisdictions was partly explained by the fall in their respective output.
With the anticipation that the output of these mining regions would rebound, the AISC is also
likely to fall since it is a function of production.
Trends in Global Gold Exploration in 202121
The expenditure on gold exploration across the world’s mining jurisdictions, as measured by
company budgetary allocation, increased by 41.88 per cent to US$ 6.196 billion in 2021 from
US$ 4.367 billion in 2020. The significant improvement in funding for global gold exploration
projects was reflective of concurrent growth in budgetary allocation to the various mining
regions in 2021 as shown in figure 11.0.
Figure 11.0: Global Gold Exploration Expenditure

20
21

Based on forecast from Metals Focus (2022)
Unless otherwise stated, the data used in this section was sourced from S&P Capital IQ
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Although Australia’s purse for exploration capital increased year-over-year, its rate of growth
was slower than that of Canada. As a result, Canada displaced Australia as the largest recipient
of exploration capital for gold projects in 2021. The budget for exploration activities in Canada
increased from US$ 789 million in 2020 to US$ 1.459 billion in 2021, which translates into an
expansion of 84.97 per cent. This also connotes that Canada’s share of the global exploration
budget grew from 18.06 per cent in 2020 to 23.55 per cent in 2021. On the other hand, mining
firms’ expenditure on gold exploration projects in Australia improved by 46.50 per cent, from
US$ 842 million in 2020 to US$ 1.234 billion in 2021. On account of the deceleration in its
exploration expenditure, Australia’s share of the gold exploration budget increased slightly from
19.29 per cent in 2020 to 19.92 in 2021. The earmarked funds for gold exploration projects in the
United States increased from US$ 471 million in 2020 to US$ 699 million in 2021, representing
an improvement of 48.34 per cent. Its share of the global gold exploration budget was equivalent
to 11.28 per cent in 2021 (as shown in figure 12.0), which was an improvement over the outturn
of 10.79 per cent in 2020.
Figure 12.0: Distribution of Exploration Budget in 2021
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In Southeast Asia and the Pacific region, the amount of capital earmarked for gold exploration
projects grew from US$ 190 million in 2020 to US$ 221 million in 2021. The 16.54 per cent
increase in budgetary expenditure was primarily due to a general increase in funding for projects
in the region. For instance, Indonesia’s budget increased from US$ 75.8 million in 2020 to
US$ 88.6 million in 2021, an improvement of 16.9 per cent. Nonetheless, the region’s
contribution to exploration spending decreased from 4.35 per cent in 2020 to 3.57 per cent in
2021. In a similar vein, Latin America’s share of exploration budget declined from 19.68 per
cent in 2020 to 17.35 per cent in 2021 even though the nominal allocation to projects in the
region improved from US$ 859.4 million in 2020 to US$ 1,074 billion in 2021. The reduction in
its share of funding is explained by the relatively slow pace of growth in budgetary allocation.

The total expenditure on gold exploration projects in Africa improved from US$ 590 million in
2020 to US$ 689 million in 2021, representing an increment of 16.85 per cent. On a year-overyear basis, the continent’s share of earmarked exploration expenditure declined from 13.51 per
cent in 2020 to 11.31 per cent in 2021, which reflected the deceleration in spending on specific
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portfolios on the continent. At the country level, Mali was the largest recipient of funding for
exploration projects, with a share of 18.41 per cent of the total budget for the continent in 2021.
On the back of an increase in earmarked exploration funds from US$ 95 million in 2020 to US$
127 million in 2021, Mali surpassed Cote d’Ivoire as the continent’s leading destination for gold
exploration projects. Burkina Faso retained its position as the second-largest recipient of
exploration capital, and this was followed by Ghana. While Burkina Faso’s exploration purse
increased by 34.14 per cent to US$ 124 million in 2021, that of Ghana expanded by 22.58 per
cent to US$ 104 million over the same period. The analogous outturns in the preceding year
(2020) were US$ 100 million and US$ 84 million respectively.
In terms of contribution to the continent’s budget, Burkina Faso’s share improved marginally
from 17.01 per cent in 2020 to 17.99 per cent in 2021 while Ghana’s increased from 14.33 per
cent in 2020 to 15.04 per cent in 2021. Cote d’Ivoire’s exploration budgetary allocation fell by
18.86 per cent, from US$ 105 million in 2020 to US$ 85 million in 2021. Consequently, its share
of the continent’s planned exploration funds dwindled from 17.80 per cent in 2020 to 12.36 per
cent in 2021. Table 3.0 presents a summary of the exploration budget for Africa in 2021.

Table 3.0: Distribution of Budget for Gold Exploration Projects in Africa in 2021
Country

Amount

(US$ Share

in

Africa's Rank on the Continent

Million)

Budget

Mali

127

18.41%

1st

Burkina Faso

124

17.99%

2nd

Ghana

104

15.04%

3rd

Cote d'Ivoire

85

12.36%

4th

Tanzania

39

5.60%

5th
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Guinea

36

5.22%

6th

Senegal

32

4.64%

7th

South Africa

26

3.76%

8th

Namibia

21

3.08%

9th

Egypt

20

2.84%

10th

Rest of Africa

76

11.07%

Total

689

Source: Based on data from S&P Capital IQ (2022)

The Performance of Ghana’s Mining Industry in 2021
In 2021, Ghana recorded a string of steep declines in the outturns of production and purchases of
its traditional minerals, with manganese and diamond being the outliers. A combination of
concurrent reductions in the output of both large and small-scale gold producers led to a 29.92
per cent fall in the production of the country’s dominant mineral, gold. The volume of gold
attributable to producers in Ghana declined from 4.022 million ounces in 2020 to 2.818 million
ounces in 2021, which is the lowest level of output since 2008.
The large-scale sub-sector’s contribution to national gold production decreased from 2.847
million ounces in 2020 to 2.720 million ounces in 2021, representing a downturn of 4.44 per
cent. The descent in the sub-sector’s output was primarily explained by a broad decline in the
output of most mines, with the output of Asanko Gold Mines, AngloGold Ashanti’s Obuasi, and
Iduapriem Mines, as well as Adamus Resources Ltd, contracting by more than 10 per cent
relative to their respective production outturns in 2020. The drop in production, which was
moderated by the significant expansion in output from Abosso Goldfields Ltd, was mainly due to
operation-related challenges.

Similarly, the output of small-scale gold producers, which is proxied by exports of Licensed
Gold Exporting Companies (LGECs), plummeted by 91.66 per cent to 0.098 million ounces in
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2021 from 1.175 million ounces in 2020. The near-collapse in the sub-sector’s output was
principally a reflection of the producers’ response to the imposition of a 3 per cent withholding
tax on their output by the government in 2019. Although anecdotal evidence suggests that the
impost did not culminate in the cessation of operations, it is believed that it induced the smallscale miners and LGECs to export their output through non-official channels. Since the
informality of the sub-sector has made it onerous to collate data on actual production, exports
through the national assayer, Precious Minerals Marketing Company (PMMC), are used as a
surrogate for the sub-sector’s contribution to national gold production. Thus, the nosedive in the
volume of gold exports through PMMC is equated to a decline in the output of small-scale
producers22.
On account of the dissimilar production outturns, the large-scale producers’ share in national
gold production increased from 70.78 per cent in 2020 to 96.52 per cent in 2021, with the
remaining 3.48 per cent attributable to the small-scale sub-sector. However, in terms of the largescale gold sub-sector, the output of the producing member companies of the Chamber was
equivalent to 99.65 per cent in 2021. At the national level, the producing member companies of
the Chamber accounted for 96.52 per cent of total gold output in 2021 as shown in figure 13.0. In
the previous year, the equivalent outturns were 99.93 per cent and 70.73 per cent with respect to
the large-scale sector and national gold production.

Figure 13.0: Contribution to National Gold Production by Producer

22

This assumption may not be necessarily true
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0.34%

3.48%

96.18%

Large-Scale (Member of Chamber of Mines)
Large-Scale (Non-Member of the Chamber of Mines)
Small-Scale

Sources: Ghana Chamber of Mines (2022), Minerals Commission (2022), PMMC (2022)

In a similar vein, the output of the sole producer of bauxite, Ghana Bauxite Company, departed
from the growth path observed in recent years. The firm’s output fell from 1.162 million tonnes
in 2020 to 0.839 million tonnes in 2021. The cutback in production was partly an outcome of the
uncertainty regarding the renewal of the lease of the operator of the mine, Bosai Minerals
Group23.

On the upside, the exports of diamonds recorded growth for the first time since 2014. The
quantum of diamonds exported through the implementer of the Kimberly Process, PMMC,
improved by 114.20 per cent. The increase in exports from 25,292 carats in 2020 to 54,174 carats
in 2021 was primarily a consequence of high recoveries by artisanal winners, who have been the
sole producers of the mineral since the only large-scale producer (Great Consolidated Diamond
Company) was put “under care and maintenance”.

23

The government has since awarded the lease to a consortium of local firms.
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Likewise, the attributable production of manganese by Ghana Manganese Company, which is the
mineral’s sole producer, expanded from 2.357 million tonnes in 2020 to 3.336 million tonnes in
2021. The 41.52 per cent upturn in production was reflective of a full year’s production. In the
preceding year, the company’s output was adversely impacted by a series of “stop and start”
orders by the government. Table 4.0 juxtaposes the production outturns of the country’s main
exported minerals in 2021 with that of the preceding year.
Table 4.0: Production and Exports of Minerals in Ghana
Producer

2020

2021

Year-Over-Year Change
Gold (Ounces)

Large-Scale (Members of the 2,845,115

2,711,203

-4.71%

9,631

365.71%

2,720,834

-4.44%

98,001

-91.66%

2,818,834

-29.92%

Ghana Chamber of Mines
Other

Large-Scale

(Non- 2,068

Member Companies of the
Chamber)
Total (Large-Scale)
Licensed

Gold

2,847,183
Buying 1,175,318

Companies/Small-Scale
Total (National)

4,022,502

Manganese (Tonnes)
Ghana Manganese Company

2,357,515

3,336,273

41.52%

Bauxite (Tonnes)
Ghana Bauxite Company

1,162,086

839,465

-27.76%

Diamond (Carats)
Precious Minerals Marketing

25,292

54,174

114.20%

Company
Sources: Ghana Chamber of Mines (2022), Minerals Commission (2022), Precious Minerals Marketing Company
(2022)
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Macroeconomic Performance of the Minerals Sector in 2021
Fiscal Revenue Performance in 202124
The total direct domestic fiscal contributions of the producing member companies of the
Chamber increased from GH₵ 3.973 billion in 2020 to GH₵ 4.611 billion in 2021. The 16.05 per
cent expansion in fiscal payments was driven primarily by an upturn in all the direct fiscal
streams, corporate income tax, mineral royalties, and employee income tax, as shown in table
5.0.
Table 5.0: Fiscal Revenue Contributions of the Producing Member Companies (GH₵)
Tax Type

2020

2021

Year-Over-Year Change (%)

Corporate Income tax

2,333,706,188

2,547,302,894

9.15%

Minerals Royalties

1,116,470,062

1,535,914,578

37.57%

Personal Income Tax

523,034,456

527,501,915

0.85%

Total

3,973,210,706

4,610,719,388

16.05%

Source: Ghana Chamber of Mines (2022)

The taxes paid on the profits of producing member companies, which is also described as
corporate income tax, increased from GH₵ 2.333 billion in 2020 to GH₵ 2.547 billion in 2021.
The 9.15 per cent rise in corporate income tax receipts was largely occasioned by the growth in
24

In the previous editions of this report, we reported on the fiscal contributions of the mining sector as a whole.
However, this year’s data is in reference to only the producing member companies of the Chamber and is not
representative of the larger mining industry. This has been necessitated by challenges in sourcing data from Ghana
Revenue Authority (GRA)
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payments by Ghana Manganese Company, Newmont’s Ahafo and Akyem mines, Golden Star
Resources’ Akyempim mine, and Gold Fields’ Damang mine. The moderating influence on the
improvement in company profit tax was the decline in payments by Chirano Gold Mines,
AngloGold Ashanti’s Iduapriem Mine, and the Tarkwa Mine of Gold Fields. In 2021, the
corporate income tax payments by the producing member companies of the Chamber represented
55.25 per cent of aggregate fiscal payments and 19.50 per cent of total corporate income tax
receipts mobilized by the Ghana Revenue Authority (GRA).

Similarly, the value of mineral royalties attributable to the producing member companies of the
Chamber rose by 37.57 per cent to GH₵ 1.536 billion in 2021 from GH₵ 1,116 billion in 2020.
The upswing in mineral royalty, which is an impost on gross mineral revenue, was mainly due to
the expansion in mineral revenue of most producing member companies. In turn, the increase in
mineral revenue was a function of growth in the price of gold and output. As illustrated in figure
14.0, mineral royalty payments accounted for 33.31 per cent of gross fiscal receipts of the
producing member companies of the Chamber in 2021.
Figure 14.0: Composition of Direct Domestic Fiscal Payments by Producing Member
Companies in 2021

11%

33%

Corporate Income tax

55%

Minerals Royalties

Personal Income Tax
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Source: Ghana Chamber of Mines (2022)

The residual fiscal stream, personal income tax, or pay-as-you-earn (PAYE), improved by a
marginal 0.85 per cent to GH₵ 0.528 billion in 2021 from GH₵ 0.523 billion in 2020. The
subdued growth of PAYE was partly a reflection of the ebb and flow of employment in the
mining sector.

Despite the expansion in fiscal payments, the contribution of producing member companies to
total direct domestic revenue declined from 18.1 per cent in 2020 to 16.48 per cent in 2021. This
could be explained by the fact that the growth rate of government revenue exceeded that of the
fiscal payments of member companies. Further, the members’ fiscal payments represented 6.69
per cent of domestic revenue and 6.58 per cent of aggregate government revenue in 2021. The
corresponding outturns in 2020 were 7.7 per cent and 7.5 per cent respectively as shown in figure
15.0.
Figure 15.0: Share of Fiscal Payments by Producing Members in Government Revenue
Streams

20.00%
18.00%
16.00%
14.00%
12.00%
10.00%
8.00%
6.00%
4.00%
2.00%
0.00%
Direct Domestic Revenue

Domestic Revenue
2020

Total Government Revenue

2021

Sources: Ghana Chamber of Mines (2022), Ministry of Finance (2022)
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Merchandise Exports and Balance of Payments
For a relatively small and open economy, such as that of Ghana, the availability of foreign
currency is not only fundamental to the balance of payments (BOP) but also has important
implications on the standard of living through its effect on the exchange rate and the general
price level. More so, a liquid forex market facilitates the intermediation role of the country’s
financial institutions. This is particularly germane in the context of the country’s heavy reliance
on imports. In that regard, the proceeds from the export of minerals, which are typically received
in US dollars, are crucial to the stability of the financial system and livelihoods.
According to the country’s lender of last resort, the Bank of Ghana, gross receipts from the
export of minerals waned from US$ 6.998 billion in 2020 to US$ 5.241 billion in 2021. The 25
per cent downturn in mineral export receipts was attributable to the concurrent declines in
proceeds from the offshore sale of gold, manganese, and bauxite, which was partly offset by the
increase in revenue from the export of diamonds. The revenue realized from the export of gold
declined from US$ 6.779 billion in 2020 to US$ 5.083 billion in 2021 due to the contraction in
gold production, particularly the near-collapse in the volume of gold exports by the small-scale
sub-sector. The central bank’s data suggests that the gold exports declined from 3.854 million
ounces in 2020 to 2.820 million ounces in 2021, which is analogous to a downturn of 26.83 per
cent. Against this backdrop, the share of gold proceeds in mineral export revenue decreased
marginally from 97.15 per cent in 2020 to 96.98 per cent in 2021.

As well, revenue from the export of manganese and bauxite plummeted by 16 per cent and 42
per cent respectively. The contraction in export receipts of manganese from US$ 160.95 million
in 2020 to US$ 134.81 million in 2021 was a consequence of lower export prices, which was
moderated by an increase in the volume of exports. Conversely, the reduction in gross export
receipts of bauxite from US$ 37.72 million in 2020 to US$ 22.04 million in 2021 was
attributable to a simultaneous decline in export volume and price. Notwithstanding the decline in
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receipts from the export of manganese, its share in total revenue rose from 2.30 per cent in 2020
to 2.57 per cent in 2022. However, the comparable share for bauxite softened to 0.42 per cent in
2021 relative to 0.54 per cent in 2020.

As an outlier growth pattern, the revenue realized from the sale of diamonds increased by 144
per cent, from US$ 0.66 million in 2020 to US$ 1.613 million in 2021. The expansion in
receipts, which was explained by higher output and realized price, triggered an increase in
diamond’s contribution to total mineral revenue. Its share of mineral revenue rose from 0.01 per
cent in 2020 to 0.03 per cent in 2021 as evinced in figure 16.0.
Figure 16.0: Composition of Mineral Revenue in 2021

2.57%

0.45%

96.98%

0.42%

0.03%

Gold

Manganese

Bauxite

Diamond

Source: Based on data from the Bank of Ghana (2022)

In the light of the fall in mineral revenue, the proportion of aggregate merchandise receipts
attributable to the minerals sector reduced from 48.36 per cent in 2020 to 35.60 per cent in 2021.
Nonetheless, the mining sector retained its position as the leading source of export revenue since
its share in the merchandise trade account was higher than that of crude oil and cocoa, which are
the other main export commodities. As shown in figure 17.0, crude oil and cocoa accounted for
26.81 per cent and 19.28 per cent of total export revenue in 2021 respectively.
Figure 17.0: Distribution of Merchandise Trade Account in 2021
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Source: Based on data from the Bank of Ghana (2022)

The diminution in mineral export revenue was partially offset by the growth in receipts from the
upstream petroleum and cocoa sectors. As a result, the merchandise trade account improved from
US$ 14.471 billion in 2020 to US$ 14.736 billion in 2021, an upturn of 1.83 per cent25.
However, the relatively high growth in imports (9.66 per cent) reduced the trade balance from
US$ 2.043 billion in 2020 to US$ 1.108 billion in 2021. Coupled with unfavourable
developments in the services and investment account, the current account’s deficit widened from
US$ 2.135 billion in 2020 to US$ 2.497 billion in 2021. An upturn in the capital and financial
account balance improved the country’s BOP from US$ 377.5 million in 2020 to US$ 510.1
million in 2021, an increment of 35.13 per cent. The expansion of the surplus BOP contributed to
increasing the country’s gross international reserves by 12 per cent, from US$ 8.624 billion in
2020 to US$ 9.695 billion in 2021. In terms of import cover, the growth in the country’s gross
international reserves was equivalent to a rise from 4 months to 4.4 months. The relatively large

25

Based on data from the Bank of Ghana (2022). Available at: https://www.bog.gov.gh/wpcontent/uploads/2022/03/Summary-of-Economic-and-Financial-Data-January-2022.pdf
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gross international reserves were partly responsible for the reduced depreciatory pressure on the
local currency with its accompanying pass-through effect on the general price level.

Local Impacts of Mining in 2021
Repatriation of Mineral Export Proceeds to Ghana by Producing Member Companies
While the stock of forex is important in bolstering the BOP, it is the flow of forex that facilitates
the functioning of the financial intermediation system. In that regard, the proportion of export
receipts returned to the country through the commercial banks provides liquidity and stability to
the forex market.

In 2021, the producing member companies of the Chamber returned US$ 4.075 billion of their
realized mineral revenue of US$ 4.994 billion to the country. This amounts to 81.6 per cent of
their gross mineral revenue and represents an improvement over the outturn of 71 per cent in
2020. It is worthy of note that the proportion of mineral export revenue repatriated into the
country exceeds the thresholds stipulated in the disparate investment agreements and the
Minerals and Mining Act, 2006 (Act 703).

Expenditure of Mineral Revenue of Producing Member Companies
In addition to liquidity purposes, the retention and spending of forex in-country strengthen the
means through which the minerals and mining sector influences shared development. One of the
proven value creation pathways is the interaction between the mining firms and their suppliers,
who are usually classified under the non-minerals sector. The gains elicited by such commercial
relationships are not limited to only the suppliers but extend to other local firms who benefit
from the indirect and induced benefits engendered by the interaction between mining firms and
suppliers.

In 2021, the producing member companies of the Chamber spent US$ 5.897 billion on sourcing
a variety of physical and intangible inputs, compensation to employees, honouring fiscal
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obligations, financing debts, and capital expenditure as well as corporate social investment
projects26. The proportion of their total expenditure that accrued to in-country entities was 67.56
per cent, which translates into a nominal amount of US$ 3.984 billion. The remnant, US$ 1.913
billion (32.44 per cent) was expended on non-resident beneficiaries.

Regarding the in-country expenditure streams, the producing member companies expended
US$ 1.887 billion on the procurement of non-energy goods and services from local
manufacturers and suppliers in 2021. This translates into 37.78 per cent of their mineral revenue,
which was lower than the outturn of 51.93 per cent recorded in 2020. Further, US$ 286.21
million was spent on electricity and US$ 316.72 million on diesel in 2021. The expenditure on
electricity and diesel translates into 5.73 and 6.34 per cent of mineral revenue in 2021 and their
analogous outturns in 2020 were 3.5 per cent and 3.9 per cent respectively.

As well, the state received US$ 922.241 million in both direct and indirect taxes, representing
18.47 per cent of mineral revenue. In the preceding year, the state’s share of mineral revenue was
16.2 per cent of mineral proceeds. Likewise, compensation to employees amounted to 10.93 per
cent of mineral revenue, which was higher than the outcome of 9.3 per cent recorded in 2020.
The nominal equivalence was US$ 545.939 million in 2021 and US$ 479.677 million in 2020.
To support the accelerated development of their host communities, the producing member
companies expended US$ 25.740 million on several corporate social investment (CSI) projects
in 2021, which was lower than US$ 27.839 million spent in 2020. In proportionate terms, the
allocation to CSI corresponded to 0.52 per cent of mineral revenue, which was identical to the
outturn in 2020. The sectors that were supported by the producing member companies in 2021
are shown in figure 18.0

26

The actual expenditure exceeds the mineral revenue as some companies were in a loss-making position.
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Figure 18.0: Sectoral Expenditure of CSI Projects by Producing Members in 2021
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Source: Based on data from Ghana Chamber of Mines (2022)

With respect to offshore expenditures, US$ 831.283 million was spent on CAPEX, US$ 128.863
million on debt amortization, US$ 224.443 million on imported consumables, and US$ 728.543
million as payments to other shareholders in 2021. These payments correspond to 16.66 per cent,
2.58 per cent, 4.50 per cent and 14.60 per cent of mineral revenue in 2021 respectively. In 2020,
CAPEX constituted 8.8 per cent of mineral revenue while the analogous shares of debt
amortization, imported consumables, and payments to other shareholders were 0.46 per cent,
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3.78 per cent, and 1.19 per cent respectively. The distribution of mineral revenue in 2021 is
summarized in figure 19.0

Figure 19.0 Distribution of Mineral Revenue in 2021 (USD)

Source: Based on data from the Ghana Chamber of Mines (2022)

The Workforce of the Producing Member Companies of the Chamber
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At the end of 2021, the total number of persons employed directly by the producing member
companies stood at 12,236. This comprised 12,138 local employees and ninety-eight (98)
expatriates. The latter represents 0.8 per cent of the industry’s direct employees with the
remaining 99.2 per cent being Ghanaians as shown in figure 20.0.

Figure 20.0: Distribution of Employment by Nationality in 2021
0.80%

99.20%

Local employees

Expatriates

Source: Based on data from the Ghana Chamber of Mines (2022)

Revenue and Output Performance of the Producing Member Companies in 2021
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The gross mineral production revenue of the producing members declined from US$ 5.141
billion in 2020 to US$ 4.994 billion in 2021. The 2.93 per cent downturn in revenue was
attributable to the reduction in gold revenue, which was moderated by the uplift in proceeds from
the export of manganese. In turn, the 3.58 per cent decrease in gold revenue, from US$ 4.999
billion in 2020 to US$ 4.820 billion, mirrored the descent in aggregate production. Conversely,
the increase in proceeds from the sale of manganese from US$ 141.801 million in 2020 to
US$ 170.440 million in 2021 was partly due to the growth in output. The upturn in proceeds of
manganese was equivalent to 20.20 per cent as could be inferred from figure 21.0.

Figure 21.0: Mineral Production Revenue of Member Companies of the Chamber
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A string of synchronized declines in the gold output of most member companies culminated in a
reduction of production from 2.845 million ounces in 2020 to 2.711 million ounces in 2021. The
impact of the 4.7 per cent recession in output on revenue was palliated mainly by the modest rise
in the gold price and expansion in the production of Abosso Goldfields Ltd, and FGR Bogoso
Prestea Ltd.
The output of the Gold Fields’ operated Tarkwa Mine waned from 526,256 ounces in 2020 to
521,688 ounces in 2021, representing a decline of 0.87 per cent. The marginal drop in the mine’s
output was occasioned by lower tonnes processed. In contrast, the Damang Mine of Gold Fields
recorded a 14.11 per cent expansion in production. The increase in output from 222,953 ounces
in 2020 to 254,409 ounces in 2021 was explained by the relatively high grade produced from the
Damang pit cutback (DPCB). In the year under review, the mine’s mining activities were
predominantly concentrated at the base of the DPCB. Despite the ebb in its output, the share of
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Tarkwa Mine in the gross output of the producing mines of the Chamber improved from 18.50
per cent in 2020 to 19.24 per cent in 2021. Thus, Tarkwa Mine consolidated its position as the
largest mine in the country. As well, the Damang Mine’s contribution to production attributable
to producing members of the Chamber rose from 7.84 per cent in 2020 to 9.38 per cent in 2021.
This implies that the Gold Fields accounted for 28.63 per cent of the Chamber’s gold output in
202127.

At the Akyem Mine of Newmont, production increased by 2.70 per cent to 381,494 ounces in
2021 from 371,476 ounces in 2020. The improvement in output was primarily a consequence of
milling higher ore grade, which was partially offset by lower mill throughput, low recovery, and
build-up of in-circuit inventory. The outturn of the mine’s output in 2021 represents 14.07 per
cent of the gold output of member companies of the Chamber, which is a marginal improvement
over the outturn of 13.06 per cent in 2020. With respect to Newmont’s Ahafo mine, production
inched up from 480,247 ounces in 2020 to 480,708 ounces in 2021. This translates into 0.10 per
cent increase in output, which was largely in line with the mine’s planned production.
Consequently, the contribution of Ahafo Mine to the gross output of member companies of the
Chamber grew from 13.06 per cent in 2020 to 14.07 per cent in 2021. Overall, Newmont
accounted for 31.80 per cent of production.
The AngloGold Ashanti-operated Iduapriem Mine’s output fell from 274,537 ounces in 2020 to
201,669 ounces in 2020 due to lower grades from the depletion of ore in Cut one (1), delayed
waste stripping at Cut two (2) of the Teberebie pit, and the impact of a drawdown on stockpiles.
The 26.54 per cent nosedive in production led to a reduction in its share of the gold output of
member companies of the Chamber, from 9.65 per cent in 2020 to 7.44 per cent in 2021. In the
same vein, a failure of a sill pillar at the Obuasi Mine of AngloGold Ashanti Ltd occasioned the
27

This excludes its attributable production from the operations of Asanko Mines. If this is considered, the share of
Gold Fields in the total gold output of the Chamber would be 32.5 per cent in 2021.
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voluntary suspension of mining activities between 18th May and 15th October 2021.
Consequently, the mine’s output plunged by 15.08 per cent to 108,015 ounces in 2021 from
127,195 ounces in 2021. Unsurprisingly, its share of the gold production ascribed to the
Chamber fell from 4.47 per cent in 2020 to 3.98 per cent in 2021. The combined output of
Obuasi and Iduapriem mines amounted to 11.42 per cent of the Chamber’s gold output in 2021.
The deferral of the development of secondary stopes due to paste-fill constraints and the slower
than planned development rates combined to reduce the volume of ore mined from the
underground pit of the Akyempim Mine of Golden Star Wassa Ltd28. Although the challenge
was partly offset by the processing of higher volumes of a low-grade stockpile, the mine’s output
declined from 167,648 ounces in 2020 to 153,941 ounces in 2021. This translates into a
downturn of 8.18 per cent. Consequently, the contribution of Golden Star Wassa to the gold
output of the Chamber declined slightly from 5.89 per cent in 2020 to 5.68 per cent in 2021.
With respect to Asanko Gold Mines, which is jointly owned by Gold Fields and Galiano,
production declined from 249,904 ounces in 2020 to 210,421 ounces in 2021. The 15.80 per cent
downturn in output was ascribed to lower than anticipated ore grade. In the light of this
development, its share in the total gold output attributable to the producing members of the
Chamber fell to 7.76 per cent in 2021 from 8.78 per cent in 2020.

The output of the Kinross-owned mine, Chirano Gold Mines, declined by 7.12 per cent to
154,430 ounces in 2021 from 166,276 ounces in 2020. The plunge in production was primarily
due to a 12 per cent decrease in ore grade, which was partially counterbalanced by an increase in
mill throughput. In turn, the rise in mill throughput was occasioned by an increase in mill
availability. Owing to the contraction in its output, the contribution of Chirano Gold Mines to
total gold production of the producing members of the Chamber ebbed marginally from 5.84 per
cent in 2020 to 5.70 per cent in 2021.
28

Golden Star Resources announced the sale of the Wassa Mine to the Chinese mining conglomerate, Chifeng
Jilong, in 2021 and concluded the deal in early 2022.
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Similarly, the gold output attributable to the Edikan Mine of Perseus Mining Ltd shrank from
158,090 ounces in 2020 to 150,330 ounces in 2021. The 4.91 per cent fall in production was
mainly explained by the lower head grade of processed ore and a slight reduction in the volume
of ore milled. However, the improvement in the mine’s recovery rate partly offset the impact of
the previously cited constraints. Against this backdrop, the mine’s share of aggregate gold output
of the producing members of the Chamber reduced marginally from 5.56 per cent in 2020 to 5.54
per cent in 2021 as illustrated in figure 22.0.
Figure 22.0: Share of Gold Production of the Producing Member Companies of the
Chamber in 2021
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At the FGR Bogoso Prestea Mine, which is owned by Blue International Group, production
improved from 29,833 ounces in 2020 to 32,725 ounces in 2021, representing a growth rate of
9.70 per cent. The upturn in production, which translated into an expansion in its share of the
Chamber’s gold output from 1.05 per cent in 2020 to 1.21 per cent in 2021, was largely a
function of an increase in the volume of ore mined and milled.

The gold output of the Nzema Mine of Adamus Resources Limited fell by 13.19 per cent, from
70,701 ounces in 2020 to 61,372 ounces in 2021 due to a decline in the ore grade and mill
recovery rate. The moderating influences on the mine’s production outturn were the growth in
the quantum of ore mined and milled. Owing to the reduction in its output, the contribution of
Adamus Resource Ltd to the total gold output of the Chamber dropped from 2.48 per cent in
2020 to 2.26 per cent in 2021. Figures 23.0 and 24.0 depict the production and associated
revenue of the gold-producing member companies of the Chamber in 2020 and 2021.
Figure 23.0: Gold Production of Member Companies of the Chamber
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Figure 24.0: Gold Production Revenue of Member Companies of the Chamber
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The production of manganese by Ghana Manganese Company Ltd rose from 2.358 million
tonnes in 2020 to 3.336 million tonnes in 2021. The 41.52 per cent growth in production was
largely due to an expansion in the volume of ore mined, which reflects a full year’s output. In the
previous year, a series of regulatory “stop and start” directives constrained the mine from
producing in the first quarter.

Outlook of Production in 2022
In 2022, we expect most of the mines to operate at a steady-state level and thereby address the
challenges that confronted their operations in 2021. In that regard, we project an increase in gold
output of the producing member companies to a range of 2.9 million ounces to 3 million ounces
in 2022. Likewise, Ghana Manganese Company is expected to produce about 5 million tonnes in
2022.

Production Cost Profile of Gold Producing Member Companies
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In tandem with best practices in the mining industry, the Chamber uses the all-in sustaining cost
(AISC) per ounce as the parameter for measuring the cost of gold production. The AISC, which
is a proprietary metric of the World Gold Council, measures production and other costs related to
sustaining current gold production and capital expenditure29. The average AISC per ounce of the
Chamber’s producing member companies increased from US$ 1,190 per ounce in 2020 to
US$ 1,418 per ounce in 2021, which was higher than the global average of US$ 1,068 per ounce.
The 24.39 per cent increase in production cost was attributable to a broad increase in the AISC of
member companies, which was partially balanced by the decline in the production cost of
Abosso Goldfields Ltd.
The AISC per ounce of Newmont’s Ahafo and Akyem mines increased by 10.61 per cent and
20.61 per cent respectively. The growth in Ahafo Mine’s AISC from US$ 980 per ounce in 2020
to US$ 1,084 per ounce in 2021 was largely occasioned by an increase in cost applicable to sales,
exploration expenditure, and COVID-19-related costs. The upturn in cost applicable to sales
stemmed from unfavourable strip ratio and increased diesel and electricity prices, which was
moderated by the reduction in expenditure on mining consumables. At the Akyem mine, the rise
in AISC from US$ 757 per ounce in 2020 to US$ 913 per ounce in 2021 was due to a
combination of a rise in the cost applicable to sales, sustaining capital costs as well as
reclamation expenditure. In turn, the elevation in cost applicable to sales was attributed to higher
royalty payments arising from the modest increase in the price of gold as well as an increase in
the costs of diesel and maintenance.

With respect to the Tarkwa Mine of Gold Fields, AISC rose from US$ 1,017 per ounce in 2020
to US$ 1,155 per ounce in 2021. The 13.57 per cent increment in production cost was driven by
an increase in capital expenditure and cost applicable to sales as well as a reduction in gold
production. Conversely, the AISC of Damang Mine, also owned by Gold Fields, fell from US$
29

See appendix four (4) for an in-depth description of the AISC
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1,008 per ounce in 2020 to US$ 802 per ounce in 2021 due to the higher volume of gold sold,
lower cost of sales (before amortization and depreciation). The moderating factor on the 20.41
per cent reduction in cost was an increase in capital expenditure.

Likewise, the AISC of the Iduapriem Mine of AngloGold Ashanti increased from US$ 985 per
ounce in 2020 to US$ 1,619 per ounce in 2021, representing a growth of 64.37 per cent. The
expansion in the mine’s AISC was ascribed to an increase in cash cost, reduced production, and
stockpile movements. These cost-enhancing pressures were somewhat offset by reduced royalty
payments and capitalization of a significant amount of waste stripping costs. Regarding the
Obuasi Mine of AngloGold Ashanti, its AISC expanded from US$ 1,316 per ounce in 2020 to
US$ 1,653 per ounce in 2021. The 25.61 per cent increase in AISC was basically a consequence
of the temporary suspension of mining activities following the sill pillar failure incident.

Further, the AISC of Asanko Gold Mine, the joint venture mine of Galiano and Gold Fields, rose
from US$ 1,115 per ounce in 2020 to US$ 1,431 per ounce in 2021. The 28.34 per cent upturn in
cost was attributable to an increase in cash cost, non-sustaining capital, and exploration
expenditure. In turn, the growth in the cash cost was due to the elevation in expenditure on fuel
and mining costs, with the offsetting factor being the reduction in royalty payments arising from
the decline in production.
At the Wassa Mine of Golden Star Resources, the rise in AISC from US$ 1,003 per ounce in
2020 to US$ 1,170 per ounce in 2021 was explained by lower production volumes, as well as
higher cash operating cost, and sustaining capital expenditure. The 16.2 per cent growth in AISC
was partly compensated by the production-induced reduction in royalty payments.

As well, the AISC of the Edikan Mine of Perseus Mining Limited, grew by 14.44 per cent to
US$ 1,324 per ounce in 2021 from US$ 1,157 per ounce in 2020. The increase in production cost
was primarily caused by the reduction in output as well as an increase in processing cost and
sustaining capital expenditure.
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Penultimately, Kinross’ Chirano Gold Mines recorded an expansion in its AISC from US$ 1,326
per ounce in 2020 to US$ 1,490 per ounce in 2021. The 12.39 per cent upturn in cost was
ascribed to an increase in energy cost and contractor-induced rise in cost applicable to sales,
which was partially offset by the decline in the quantum of gold sold (equivalent ounces).

Finally, the AISC of FGR Bogoso Prestea Ltd and Adamus Resources Ltd rose from US$ 2,393
per ounce in 2020 to US$ 3,355 per ounce in 2021and from US$ 1,226 per ounce to US$ 1,770
per ounce in the same period respectively. The 40.21 per cent growth in FGR Bogoso Prestea
Mine’s AISC as well as the 44.37 per cent increase in that of Adamus was primarily due to
increased cash cost and sustaining capital expenditure. Figure 25.0 compares the AISC per ounce
of member companies with the cumulative average gold price in 2021.

Figure 25.0: All-In Sustaining Cost of Producing Member Companies and Average Gold
Price in 2021
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Challenges Confronting Operations of Member Companies in 2021
In this section, we highlight the challenges that confronted our member companies’ activities in
2021. These issues will be discussed in three broad themes: fiscal, advocacy, and operational
issues.

Fiscal Issues
Price Build-Up of Petroleum Products
The Chamber is of the view that some of the elements in the price build-up of diesel supplied to
the mines have little or no bearing on the cost of supplying the fuel to the mines. The specific
elements are as follows:
❖ Ex-Refinery Price
Unlike the retail market, the ex-refinery price of diesel supplied to the mines is largely
determined by the National Petroleum Authority (NPA). In a sense, the mining industry
and other consumers in the export segment of the petroleum market do not benefit from
the gains associated with deregulation. Clearly, a decision to extend the government’s
deregulation policy to the export market would not only enhance competition but could
exert downward pressure on prices and improve the service delivery of the suppliers of
diesel to the mines. The Chamber, therefore, proposes that the government should allow
market forces to autonomously determine the ex-refinery price of diesel supplied to the
mines.
❖ Taxes, Levies and Margins
✓ Energy Debt Recovery Levy
The Chamber acknowledges the debilitating impact of the legacy debts on the
sustainability and viability of the energy sector as well as commends the
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government for its efforts to retire them through the Energy Sector Levy Act,
2015 (Act 899). However, the mining sector has historically paid a fair market
tariff for electricity supplied to it by the Volta River Authority (VRA) or
Electricity Company of Ghana (ECG). Indeed, the tariffs are typically above
the fair value in the case of the latter as the Public Utilities Regulatory
Commission (PURC) pricing formula for the mining industry is based on
ability-to-pay rather than the cost of service. The spread between the cost of
service and the tariff paid by the mines, which could aptly be described as a
premium, is used in cross-subsidizing the consumption of electricity by other
consumers.

It is therefore patent that the mining industry was not a beneficiary of the
subsidies that led to the accumulation of debts in the energy sector.
Accordingly, it is unfair to impose a levy on mining companies to recover
debts that they were neither beneficiaries of nor a contributing party to.
Accordingly, the Chamber recommends the exclusion of the Energy Debt
Recovery Levy from the price build-up of diesel supplies to the mines as it
obviously weighs heavily on the price competitiveness of diesel to the mines,
which can hardly be justified.
✓ Price Stabilization and Recovery Levy
The inclusion of Price Stabilization and Recovery Levy (PSRL) in the price
build-up of petroleum products serves the purpose of neutralizing the adverse
effects of movements in the exchange rate on the price of fuel. In the retail
market, where the ex-refinery price of the imported diesel is quoted in the
local currency, the levy fulfils its function of offsetting shocks induced by
volatility in the exchange rate.
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On the other hand, the ex-refinery price of diesel supplied to the mines is
quoted in United States Dollars at the full parity price and companies pay their
suppliers in the aforementioned currency. This pricing regime and mode of
payment imply that mining companies and other consumers in the export
market have inherently insulated the state from the currency-induced
movements in the price of diesel. Hence, the inclusion of another levy, PSRL,
in the price build-up of diesel supplied to the mines is not only superfluous but
also analogous to double taxation. In that regard, it would be apt for the
government to expunge PSRL from the price build-up of diesel supplied to the
mines.
✓ Primary Distribution Margin
The Primary Distribution Margin (PDM) compensates operators in the
primary market of fuel products for their investments in infrastructure in that
segment of the market. Basically, these investors provide depots for holding
fuel discharged from vessels before they are transported to their final
destination or facilities of Bulk Oil Storage and Transportation Company
(BOST). In the retail market, the inclusion of the PDM in the price build-up of
diesel has an economic justification as the fuel is stored in such facilities
before being transferred to the various outlets. However, the process for
handling diesel destined to the mines does not mimic that of the retail market.
The various Oil Marketing Companies (OMCs) that supply diesel to the mines
have their own storage facilities and reflect such investments in their prices to
the mines. It is therefore inappropriate to request the mining companies to pay
twice for the same service. Accordingly, the PDM should be removed from
the price build-up of diesel supplied to the mines.
✓ Bulk Oil Storage and Transportation Company Margin
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The Bulk Oil Storage and Transportation (BOST) Company was set up to
among others, provide infrastructure for holding strategic fuel reserves for the
country as well as depots for storing fuel. In most cases, fuel supplied to the
retail market would have been stored in a BOST facility prior to being
transferred to the final destination. It is however instructive to note that fuel
supplied to the mines is not commingled with that of the retail market, which
is stored in a BOST facility. Indeed, the higher fuel specifications of the
mining companies make it impossible for their suppliers to mix their products
with that destined for the retail market. It would therefore be unfair to request
an entity to pay for a service that it does not consume or demand.
Accordingly, we appeal for the exclusion of the BOST Margin from the price
build-up of diesel supplied to the mines.
✓ Fuel Marking Margin
On account of some historical antecedents, including a mechanism to avoid
the adulteration of petroleum products, the Government of Ghana decided to
mark the various fuels that are supplied to the retail market. Since this
procedure was necessarily associated with cost, it was apposite that the state
recovered its expenditure by introducing a margin in the price build-up of fuel
supplied to the generic market. In the export market, however, diesel supplied
to the mines is not marked. Thus, the need to include a dedicated margin to
recoup costs associated with the marking of diesel supplied to the mines
would not be warranted. It is in that regard that we kindly request for the
removal of the fuel marking margin from the price build-up of diesel
consumed by mining companies.

It is obvious that the mining industry straddles the pure export market and the commercial retail
market. The Chamber suggests that rather than merely layering its ex-refinery price in US$ and
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passing on all retail price elements to the mining industry, the government should reconsider the
elements of the price build-up of diesel to the mines to ensure that it reflects relevant cost
elements only. It is our considered view that this approach would not only improve the business
environment for mining firms but also position them to operate more competitively for the
benefit of all stakeholders, including government and community members.

Issues with Income Tax Act, 2015 (Act 896)
The government passed the Income Tax Act, 2015 (Act 896) with the overriding objective of
expanding its tax base and enhancing tax payments as well as revenue collection. Following the
passage of the Act, the Chamber identified a number of concerns and raised them directly with
the Minister of Finance. The specific concerns of the Chamber are as follows:
❖ Ring Fencing
Ring-fencing is one of the major and fundamental concepts underlying the entire Act 896.
In addition to the general provisions on ring-fencing in the Act, there are specific
provisions pertaining to the mining industry. Section 78 (1) provides that subject to this
section, the following shall constitute a separate mineral operation:
•

A mineral operation pertaining to each mine, and

•

A mineral operation with a shared processing facility.

Key to the provisions on ring fencing is the concept of “Shared Processing Facility”. In
2013, the Chamber, the Ghana Revenue Authority and the Minerals Commission had a
workshop to discuss the implementation of the ring-fencing provisions contained in the
Internal Revenue (Amendment) Act, 2012 (Act 839). The Chamber outlined key
operational reasons why the concept of ring-fencing as contained in Act 592 was not
practicable. The concept of “Shared Processing Facility” was introduced and it was
defined to mean “a cluster of processing plants in close proximity”. This was the
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consensus reached at the workshop subject to holding subsequent discussions to fine-tune
its implementation.

Based on the current wording of Act 896, however, it appears that if a single mine has
two processing facilities, each processing facility shall be ring fenced separately. This
raises difficulties on the ground where ore from different pits is trucked to these facilities.
The provision in the Act is not consistent with the consensus reached at the aforementioned workshop. Further, the current wording of the law artificially creates separate
mineral operations and makes it difficult for mining companies to comply with it from a
cost allocation perspective. The law suggests that the mining firm should separately
account for income and expenses for its unnaturally segregated business.

Another key challenge in respect of the ring-fencing provisions under Act 839 is the
requirement that each “mining area” be treated as a separate mineral operation and the
definition of “mining area” as “the area designated from time to time by the holder of a
mining lease with the approval of the Minerals Commission,” which is consistent with
the definition of mining area in the Minerals & Mining Act, 2006 (Act 703). This Mining
Act definition envisages the routine practice of progressively declaring mining areas
within the mining lease as part of the ongoing plan to develop a single mining operation.
In essence, it recognizes that areas within a mine can be developed over time, but it does
not follow that they should be treated as artificial separate mining operations for tax
purposes as required by section 78 (3). To do so is an impractical and completely
uncommercial imposition on mining companies.

For instance, how will ground rent be determined for the various mining areas within the
mining lease? Assuming the determination of the rent is based on an area of operation,
then a deduction will only be available for the small proportion of the fees relating to the
declared active mining area. The firm will not be able to offset the ex-mining area costs
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since there is no income attributable to those areas. More so, tax deductions could be lost
in some declared mining areas if those areas are unprofitable. Of more importance is the
requirement in section 77(5) that “arm’s length transaction” pricing rules be applied
between each artificial “mineral operation” will create serious tax anomalies. In most
cases the “arm’s length” price for toll treating ore is much higher than what could be
sustained in an integrated mining operation comprising multiple pits. For most mines, the
feasibility of the entire operation is dependent on ore from a number of pits being
processed through a central processing facility. An “arm’s length” processing price will
likely result in losses being recorded by each of the artificial “mineral operations”
containing pits and a profit and tax being payable by the “mineral operation” which
contains the processing plant. That scenario is not sustainable.

In the light of the serious and hopefully unintended commercial implications resulting
from the definition of “mining area” and the requirement to treat each mining area as a
separate operation for tax purposes, together with the practical challenges with the
concept of ring-fencing, we propose that the GRA suspend the enforcement of these
provisions as it dialogues with the Chamber to find a common position. In the petroleum
industry, it is comparatively easier to ring-fence on a well-by-well basis. However, the
same practice cannot practically be transferred to the mining industry, especially surface
mines, where there is transferability of ore from different pits.
❖ Limitations on Deductibility of Payment for Services to Non- Residents
Under the erstwhile tax laws, non-resident persons were effectively taxed under the
withholding tax system. However, the new income tax appears to deny a deduction for
expenditure where the income for the service provider is not sourced from Ghana.
Specifically, section 81 (2) (b) (ii) provides that “the Commissioner-General shall not
allow a deduction for an amount unless that amount is wholly, exclusively and
necessarily incurred in acquiring services or facilities for the mineral operation and is the
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income of the recipient which has a source in Ghana”. Section 105 (i) also defines an
income to have a source in Ghana “if it relates to payments for or attributable to
employment, service rendered or forbearance from exercising employment or rendering a
service in the country, regardless of the place of payment”.
These are the unintended consequences of the current wording of the law which the
Chamber believes should not be the case. In its current state, the law is acutely
detrimental to the mining industry, which is also the taxpayer.

It is also unclear whether the restrictions in section 81 (2) have the effect of denying
deductions for expenditure such as:
•

Consumables such as fuel or chemicals acquired for use in the mining process
(which is the case unless their purchase is accepted as the acquisition of a
valuable asset)

•

Wages of employees (unless they are classified as services of mining operation)

•

Electricity costs, rent, telephone, among others.

In view of the nebulousness of the law, we request the GRA to take a second look at the
wording of the law and address the concerns raised30.
❖ Thin Capitalisationt
The new income tax Act extends thin capitalisation provisions to restriction of deductions
for interest and foreign exchange losses incurred by a foreign controlled company to all
debt from any source. This is a clear departure from the familiar practice of associating
thin capitalisation with related party transactions. In its current form, the Act raises a
number of practical questions:
•

What constitutes debt since debt has not been defined?

30
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•

At what point during the year of assessment should reference be made to in
determining debt for thin capitalization purposes?

•

What is the make-up of exempt equity? Act 896 is silent on retained earnings and
other reserves in determining what constitutes equity for thin capitalization
purposes.

•

At what point during the year of assessment should reference be made to in
determining equity for thin capitalization purposes?

The effect of the legislation is to stifle the development of new mines or expansion of
existing mines since the non-deductibility of interest and foreign exchange losses will be
built into financial models used in the bank’s credit decisions. We therefore request the
GRA to provide clarity on the interpretation and application of the provisions of thin
capitalisation.
❖ Artificial deemed Profits or Loss of deductions on change in shareholdings
Shares held directly or indirectly in a mining company by publicly listed companies
should be exempted from the “look-through” provisions in sections 81 (8) and 62. This is
on account of the fact that publicly listed companies have no control over the sale of their
shares and may not be able to trace the beneficial owners of those shares. In most cases,
the Ghanaian mining company, which is the subject of these provisions may not have the
requisite information to comply with the Act.

We recommend that shareholders of a firm listed on a recognized stock exchange should
be treated as an individual rather than attempting to look through to its individual
shareholders. In fact, this “look-through” provision will stifle exploration and
development in the Ghanaian mining industry if not removed entirely, since it has the
effect of creating an artificially determined tax profit for, or denying tax deductions to, a
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Ghanaian company when the company inevitably has to source new funds for exploration
or development of a mine.

Surely it is not intended that if a foreign shareholder of a Ghanaian mining or exploration
company issues shares to a new shareholder to raise exploration funds for the Ghanaian
company in which it has invested, it will either create a taxable profit or deny future
deductions under the market value provisions of section 83 (2)? There is no disposal of
an asset and no profit made by any entity, so how can the Ghanaian exploration or mining
company be taxed on the transaction? Keep in mind that these provisions seek to create a
deemed disposal for the Ghanaian company even where the investment in that company
is only a minor part of the investment portfolio of the international investor which has a
change of shareholding. Any investors investing in Ghana would be looking at a
perceived triple layer of tax which would have to be factored into purchase prices,
thereby increasing transactional costs.

If the aim of Section 83 is to tax benefits received by the sale of shares in non-Ghanaian
entities which hold indirect interests in Ghanaian mineral assets as their major
investment, consider replacing Section 83 with a provision that specifically taxes the sale
of those indirect shareholdings. Keeping in mind that if Section 83 is replaced by such a
provision, the tax should only apply where the investment in the Ghanaian mining
company forms a major part of the underlying assets of the non-resident enterprise whose
shares are sold and should not apply to the sale of shares which are listed on a recognized
stock exchange.
❖ Taxation of Dividends
Section 85(1) excludes Ghanaian company shareholders of mining companies from
receiving dividends tax free under section 59 (3) where they own at least one-quarter of
the shares in the company. This provision has the potential of creating double taxation,
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particularly, in the event that the dividend paid by the mining company will be taxed by
its immediate shareholder and then again when that shareholder pays a dividend to its
shareholder(s). Against this background, we request the GRA to provide clarity on the
appropriate interpretation of this provision.
❖ Guidelines for Approved Rehabilitation Funds
In in line with section 84 of Act 896, mining companies are eligible for upfront
deductions for rehabilitation payments into an approved rehabilitation fund. The upfront
deduction is especially relevant for cash flow and sustainability of mining operations.
However, the GRA disallows the provisional rehabilitation payments. With this practice,
there will be no profits to offset the payments against them by the time a mine approaches
its end of life. The Chamber urges GRA to develop the relevant guidelines to make the
provision effective.
❖ Repairs and Improvement Section 12 Act 2015 Act 896
The income of a person is calculated by deducting from that income, any expense that is
incurred by that person for the repair or improvement of a depreciable asset of that
person, where the repair or improvement cost:
1.

Is for a depreciable asset of that person,

2.

Must be wholly, exclusively and necessarily incurred in the production of

income from investment or business in satisfaction of the requirement
3.

Maybe of a capital nature

However, a deduction granted for a year of assessment with respect to a depreciable asset
in a particular pool of depreciable assets of a person should not exceed 5% of the written
down value of the pool at the end of the year. Any excess for which a deduction is not
allowed as a result of the limitation shall be added to the depreciation basis of the pool to
which it relates.
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The Implication of the S.12 of Act 896 is basically asking taxpayers to pay more taxes
now by restricting the deductible amount for repairs and improvement cost of depreciable
assets by carrying forward any excess of 5 per cent on the written down value of the pool
at the end of the year to which the repairs and improvement cost relates to. Thus,
restricting costs in a particular year and carrying forward any excess will result in a huge
amount in tax liability that members’ cash flows cannot sustain.

Value Added Tax (VAT) Flat Rate Scheme
Unlike the earlier Value Added Tax (VAT) policy, which was applicable to suppliers within a
defined threshold, the new 3% VAT flat rate scheme applies to all suppliers, including
companies within the Large Taxpayers Unit. Since all suppliers to the mining companies have
been classified as wholesalers or retailers, the law will impact the mining sector directly.

Most of the companies that supply products to the mining companies import more than 97% of
their wares and consumables. Already, these companies pay duties and 17.5% VAT paid on the
imported items. With the passage of the new VAT law, companies cannot claw back the 17.5%
import VAT as input VAT. Consequently, the mining companies will bear the 3% VAT in
addition to the 17.5% VAT which cannot be reclaimed and would be treated as output VAT
without any input VAT.

We, therefore, request that companies should be given the opportunity to claim input VAT
suffered regardless of whether or not they fall within the 3% VAT scheme or alternatively revert
to the historical basis where revenue levels determined the applicability or otherwise of the 3%
VAT scheme.
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Value Added Tax (VAT) on Mining Companies for the Supply of Power
The VAT Act, 2013 (Act 870) stipulates in section 27 that the supply of any form of power heat,
refrigeration or ventilation is a supply of goods. This provision also existed in the now repealed
VAT Act, 1998, Act 546.

The GRA suggests that, as our member companies make their mining facilities/operations
available to service providers, to the extent that these service providers consume electricity on
the mine site, that consumption of electricity should be regarded as a supply of power and should
be subject to VAT accordingly.

We believe that the supply of power issue should be looked at in various applicable contexts
depending on the arrangements entered into between the member mining company and its
service provider. This is on account of the following reasons:
1) Usage of the mine’s electricity supply available to all stakeholders
Given the nature of mining (remote location, size of equipment etc.), certain technical and other
service providers must transfer their equipment and specialist staff to the mine site to facilitate
service delivery. In return, the mine makes available to them its facilities, supervisory staff and
dedicated space amongst others. This is a recognised industry practice and the service providers’
contractual arrangements and invoices to the mine take cognizant of this.

As the mine does not generate or supply electricity, all mine staff, contractors, and service
providers make use of the same electricity supply and there is no additional charge for electricity
consumption. In such an instance, there has not been a separate supply of power. All service
providers (caterers, transportation services, leisure services) make use of the same electricity
supply and the amount that is billed to the mine takes cognizance of this.
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As stated earlier, this is a business-wide practice that is prevalent in other industries such as
manufacturing, and fabrication, among others.

2) Additional Contractual Charge for electricity consumed by stakeholders
As in the earlier example, service providers transfer their equipment and specialist staff to the
mine site however the mine also makes available to them, a dedicated electricity supply. Such a
dedicated electricity supply is contractually agreed to and chargeable as such and so should be
subject to VAT.

In this instance, we would not disagree with the GRAs position that a supply of power has taken
place in accordance with Act 870. We are of the view that the contractual arrangements
underpinning dealings between a mine and its service providers should be thoroughly reviewed
in order to determine whether a supply of power has indeed taken place.
For example:
I.

Does the service provider need a certain quantum of uninterrupted power in order to
operate?

II.

Does the contract stipulate that there will be an additional charge for electricity
consumed?

III.

Does the mine make the same electricity available to all of its service providers to enable
them deliver on their obligations?

IV.

Does the mine profit from there being a separate charge for electricity?

Whilst these are not exhaustive, they do attempt to distinguish whether electricity is available to
all or whether indeed a separate supply of power has taken place. In the case of the former, VAT
is not applicable. For the latter, VAT is duly applicable.
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Exclusion of Consumables from Mining List
In the year under review, the Ministry of Finance apprised the Chamber of its intention to
exclude consumables from the Mining List. According to the Ministry of Finance, the statutes
governing the exemptions regime in the mining sector do not provide for the inclusion of
consumables on the Mining List. In that regard, it intends to disallow exemptions on consumable
items imported by mining companies. This plan, which is premised on a strict interpretation of
the law, would invariably culminate in an additional cost for the mines and service providers. It
is a well-known fact that expenditure on consumables constitutes a major outgoing in the mining
industry. For such reasons, consumables have traditionally been considered part of the Mining
List. More so, expenditure on consumables have been factored into the economic viability of the
mines. A variation in the exemption regime will therefore impact on the life of mine. The
Chamber urges the Ministry of Finance to rescind its plan to remove consumables from the
Mining List

Advocacy Issues
Incentives for Exploration Companies
The relevance of exploration in ensuring a pipeline of future viable projects cannot be overemphasized. It is the single most critical activity that guarantees continuous production of
mineral and discovery of new mineral resources to supplement production from existing mines
or replace output of mines whose economic ore body is exhausted. However, exploration
investment in Ghana has declined significantly in recent years. This is alarming for a country to
which mining is critical for forex and fiscal revenue generation.

It is also worth noting that the preponderant share of exploration licenses issued by the Ministry
of Lands and Natural Resources is held by Ghanaians who are usually constrained in raising
capital to finance the high-risk business of exploration. Given that Ghanaians hold a large share
of exploration mineral rights, they stand to benefit if the hurdles of exploration in terms of
upfront costs are reduced to facilitate effective exploration and consequent commercial finds.
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In other words, it is crucial to put in place an incentive scheme that will reduce the cost
associated with exploration and therefore attract the required critical investments into this highrisk business of mineral exploration. As a first step, we request the government to exempt
exploration companies from payment of VAT on big-ticket cost items such as Drilling and
Laboratory Services. In Ghana, VAT is payable on exploration expenditure, and it cannot be
recovered by the exploration companies unless they make a commercial find and commence
production. This implies that where exploration is unsuccessful, VAT would not be recoverable.
Effectively, the extent of actual exploration activity is diminished by upfront costs such as VAT
on inputs. Thus, relieving the usually illiquid exploration companies from the payment of VAT
would not only improve their cash flow and reduce their operational costs but also enhance the
country’s image as a competitive destination for exploration investment. In the long run, this will
guarantee continuous mineral production and flow of fiscal and forex receipts as well as other
benefits from the minerals sector.

Harmonization of Royalty Regime
Following consultations with stakeholders of the mining industry, section 25 of the Minerals and
Mining Act, 2006 (Act 703) was amended by the repeal of Act 794 and substituted with a
provision that gives discretionary powers to the Minister responsible for mining to prescribe the
rate and manner for payment of royalty to the Republic. These amendments are contained in the
Minerals and Mining (Amendment) Act, 2015 (Act 900). Although, the Minister is yet to publish
regulations on the rate and manner for the payment of royalty almost two years after the passage
of Act 900, some mining companies continue to pay an amount equivalent to 5% of mineral
revenue as required in the amended Act31 while others are required to pay a variable royalty rate

Section 6(2) of the amended Act stipulates that “despite the repeal of Act 794, the rate of royalty in force
immediately before the commencement of this Act shall continue in force until the rate is altered”.
31
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as shown in Table 1.0. The latter are mines that have investment agreements with the state and
are relatively large gold producers.

Table 6.0: Renegotiated Royalty Rates in Investment and Development Agreements
Royalty Rate (%)

Gold Price (USD per ounce)

3.0

Less than $1,300

3.5

$1,300- $1,449.99

4.0

$1,450- $2,299.99

5.0

$2,300 and above

Source: JSE, 2016

In the considered view of the Chamber, the adoption of a sliding scale royalty regime based on
the price of minerals is commendable as it enhances predictability in the fiscal regime and
accommodates the volatile mood swings of the minerals market, especially the price of gold, the
preponderant mineral mined in Ghana.

On the downside, however, the selective application of the variable royalty regime culminates in
a situation where mid-tier mines are heavily taxed. The current situation does not encourage
marginal and mid-tier mines to increase investment and may reduce mine development, which
could be inimical to the sustainability of the mining industry. It may also result in high-grade
mining and the associated sub-optimal development and harnessing of the country’s mineral
endowment. High-grade mining is a form of mining that focuses on the extraction of high-grade
ore to the exclusion of lower grade, potentially profitable ore, which will not allow the
government to realize the full potential mineral revenue, including multipliers.

Furthermore, the state involuntarily penalizes the medium and marginal mines during periods of
sluggish commodity prices. In the long run, the critical investments which are needed to
supplement or extend the life of existing mines may not materialize since the companies may
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invest the capital in other mining jurisdictions with competitive royalty rates. Naturally, this will
shrink Government revenue and weaken the State’s ability to grow the economy on the back of
the minerals industry.

The Chamber, therefore, requests the government to adopt a common sliding-scale royalty
regime for the mining industry.

Mineral Revenue Retention Policy
The Ministry of Finance has informed the Chamber of its intention to standardize mineral
revenue retention regimes in the mining industry. It is contemplating a three-tiered retention
regime where a defined proportion of mineral export proceeds will be retained in an offshore or
local account (at the company’s discretion), local account, and the remaining sold to commercial
banks under the mandatory surrender requirement.
The Chamber’s preferred model is to retain the existing general practice where mining
companies have binding retention agreements based on their forex requirements. This
arrangement allows the mining companies to honour their external and internal obligations which
are usually denominated in foreign currency. More so, mining companies effectively repatriate
foreign currency when they transfer funds from offshore accounts to settle liabilities to incountry suppliers and manufacturers of inputs. In the last five years, the share of mineral revenue
returned by the Chamber averaged 70 per cent. Obviously, this is far in excess of the statutory
maximum of 25 per cent of realized mineral revenue anticipated under the Minerals and Mining
Act, 2006 (Act 703).

Apart from disrupting the commercial arrangements between the mines and their suppliers, a
variation in the mineral revenue retention regime will also saddle them with additional
transaction costs and potential delays. Most mines are already operating forex accounts in
offshore jurisdictions to meet their operational and in some cases, debt raising and general
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financing requirements. It would therefore be duplicative if a company is required to open and
maintain another forex account in-country. Moreover, the bureaucracy associated with transfers
from the local forex account will delay payments to vendors and result in a tardy supply of
critical spares and equipment. This could ultimately result in the unplanned cessation of mining
operations.

Furthermore, the proposal to vary the mineral revenue retention regime could lead to a situation
where the mining companies will queue to access forex to honour their obligations. This will
particularly be the case if mineral receipts from the mining companies are not sequestered but
added to the pool of forex reserves. The ensuing glut in demand may hamper the ability of
financial intermediaries to meet the large forex requirements of the mining industry in a timely
manner. More so, the additional demand from the mining industry may exert depreciative
pressure on the local currency. In other words, the proposal to vary the current mineral revenue
retention agreement may have the unintended consequence of triggering a loss in the value of the
country’s currency relative to other external currencies.

Since the existing regime allows for seamless and cost-effective transactions, the Chamber
requests the Ministry of Finance to retain same. This would not only allow the companies to
operate efficiently, and cost competitively but also guarantee a steady supply of forex to the local
financial intermediaries.

Operational Issues
Delays in Issuance of Environmental Permits
The lack of adequate personnel at the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to review permit
applications causes lengthy delays in approval of same. The unpredictable lead times for issuing
permits by the EPA adversely affect project planning and execution. It also impacts negatively
on the raising of investment capital for projects since it creates uncertainty regarding cash flows
and other project metrics. A survey by the Fraser Institute in 2020 showed that most investors
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were concerned about the long lead time for the approval of environmental permits for both
mining and exploration firms. We, therefore, urge the government to improve the human
resource capacity of EPA.

Deplorable State of Railway Infrastructure
The Western railway line, which was the primary mode of hauling bulk minerals to the Takoradi
Port, has deteriorated over the years because of obsolescence and limited investments.
Consequently, the bulk mining companies, like the other producers of bulk export commodities,
have had to make use of the more expensive road system. For instance, the Ghana Manganese
Company hauled 15.6 per cent of its shipment via the western railway line and the remnant by
road. It is estimated that the cost of road haulage is 50 per cent more expensive than the
alternative of using the railway lines. This erodes the bottom line of the bulk mineral producers
and could compel them to fold up prematurely if a solution is not found sooner.

Successive Budget Statements and Economic Policies point out the intention of the government
to rehabilitate the western rail network. Unfortunately, this is yet to happen, even though the
benefits of a well-functioning railway system will not be a preserve of the mining industry but
the entire economy. It could also serve as an alternative means of transporting life, foodstuff, and
other commodities across the country.
The Chamber is therefore pleased with the government’s efforts to rehabilitate the country’s
railway network, particularly, the western railway line. We urge the government to expedite
action in that regard since it has the inherent potential to generate revenue to pay back the initial
investment cost.
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Statistical Appendix
Appendix One (1): Mineral Production of Member Companies of the Chamber
Company

2020

2021

Y-O-Y % Change

Gold (Ounces)
Gold Fields Ghana Ltd- Tarkwa Mine

526,256

521,688

-0.87%

Newmont Ghana Gold Ltd- Ahafo Mine

480,247

480,708

0.10%

Newmont Golden Ridge Ltd- Akyem Mine

371,476

381,494

2.70%

Abosso Goldfields Ltd

222,953

254,409

14.11%

Asanko Gold Limited

249,904

210,421

-15.80%

AngloGold Ashanti Iduapriem Ltd

274,537

201,669

-26.54%

Chirano Gold Mines

166,276

154,430

-7.12%

Golden Star Wassa Ltd

167,648

153,941

-8.18%

Perseus Mining (Ghana) Ltd

158,090

150,330

-4.91%

AngloGold Ashanti Obuasi Ltd

127,195

108,015

-15.08%

Adamus Resources Ltd

70,701

61,372

-13.19%

FGR Bogoso Prestea Ltd

29,833

32,725

9.70%

Total

2,845,115

2,711,203

-4.71%

Manganese (Ounces)
Ghana Manganese Company Ltd

2,357,515.00 3,336,273.00 41.52%
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Source: Ghana Chamber of Mines (2022)

Appendix Two (2): Mineral Revenue of Producing Member Companies (USD)
Company

2020

2021

Y-O-Y % Change

Gold Fields Ghana Limited

927,742,233

936,879,994

0.98%

Newmont Ghana Gold Limited

859,811,831

864,720,119

0.57%

Newmont Golden Ridge Limited

660,412,008

686,327,413

3.92%

Abosso Goldfields Limited

400,796,046

457,508,881

14.15%

Asanko Gold Mine Limited

418,130,426

372,024,382

-11.03%

AngloGold Ashanti Iduapriem Mine

485,448,023

361,004,679

-25.63%

Golden Star Wassa Limited

297,471,686

275,938,934

-7.24%

Chirano Gold Mines Limited

295,101,472

267,036,214

-9.51%

Perseus Mining (Ghana) Limited

247,554,013

241,176,298

-2.58%

AngloGold Ashanti Obuasi Mine

229,976,665

194,527,189

-15.41%

Ghana Manganese Company Ltd

141,801,025

170,439,747

20.20%

Adamus Resources Limited

123,375,468

111,078,686

-9.97%

FGR Bogoso Prestea Limited

52,849,521

55,737,306

5.46%
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Total

5,140,470,417

4,994,399,843

-36.08%

Source: Ghana Chamber of Mines (2022)

Appendix Three (3): All-In Sustaining Cost (USD per Ounce)
Company

2020

2021

Y-O-Y % Change

FGR Bogoso Prestea Ltd

2,393

3,355

40.21%

Adamus Resources Ltd

1,226

1,770

44.37%

AngloGold Ashanti Obuasi Ltd

1,316

1,653

25.61%

AngloGold Ashanti Iduapriem Ltd

985

1,619

64.37%

Chirano Gold Mines

1,326

1,490

12.39%

Asanko Gold Limited

1,115

1,431

28.34%

Perseus Mining (Ghana) Ltd

1,157

1,324

14.44%

Golden Star Wassa Ltd

1,003

1,170

16.62%

Gold Fields Ghana Ltd- Tarkwa Mine

1,017

1,155

13.57%
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Newmont Ghana Gold Ltd- Ahafo Mine

980

1,084

10.61%

Newmont Golden Ridge Ltd- Akyem Mine

757

913

20.61%

Abosso Goldfields Ltd

1,008

802

-20.41%

Source: Ghana Chamber of Mines (2022)

Appendix Four (4): Composition of All-In Sustaining Cost
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Labour,
Electricity,
Fuel, etc.

Mining Cost

Ore Processing Cost

Mine Site General and
Administrative Cost

Dore Freight, Third
Party Treatments,
Refining
Charges,
By-Product Credits

Dore/Concentrate
Expense

Cash Operating Costs

Production Taxes

Corporate/ Head Office
Expenses

Reclamation and
Remediation
Expense,
Exploration Costs,
Sustaining Capital
Expenditure

Sustaining Expenditure

All-In Sustaining Cost

Source: Based on the formula of the World Gold Council (2022)
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Appendix Five (5): Volume of Gold Purchased by Licensed Gold Exporting Companies (Ounces)

Name of Company
A.G.B COMPANY LIMITED
AISIBCO LIMITED
AMPSEL COMMODITIES LIMITED
ARIMA INTRA GHANA LIMITED
ASANSKA JEWELLERY LIMITED
ASAP VASA COMPANY LIMITED
AU MINERAL RESOURCES LIMITED
BH MINERALS
BLAZE METALS
BRENLEY QUARTZ COMPANY LTD
BULLION CITY LIMITED
COSMOS EDGE COMPANY LIMITED
DE-APIDAGO COMPANY LIMITED
DUNAMIS PLAST
FAVDAZ GOLD
FIORE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
GHG GHANA LIMITED
GOLD COAST REFINERY LIMITED
GOLD CREST REFINERY LIMITED
GOLD EMPIRE RESOURCES LIMITED
GOLD RECOVERY GHANA LIMITED
GOLDEN EMPIRE LEGACY LIMITED
GOLDRIDGE GHANA LIMITED
H.A EXPLOITS
HELVENT INVESTMENT LIMITED
IVEX MINERALS
JORLY MINERALS LIMITED
JRG REFINERY
KARLS GROUP
KOANTWI COMPANY LIMITED
KYEI & AMANKWA CONSULTING LTD

2020
10,101

2021
15

36,532
23,878
47,824
630
2,831
6,087
33,156
325,952
86,012
48,017
110,129
110
3,918
305
7,481
2,348
101,528
3,945
51,088
151
9,883
1,882
9,172

4,419
10,606
5,845
2,526
10,014
185
589
7,956
245
64
312
204
2,583
52
1,710
871
4,058
182
17
1,768
484

3,893
76,388

Y-O-Y% Change
-100.0%
-100.0%
-81.5%
-77.8%
-100.0%
106.5%
-58.5%
-69.8%
-99.9%
-99.3%
-83.4%
-99.8%
-100.0%
-92.0%
-100.0%
-65.5%
-27.2%
-99.1%
2.9%
-99.6%
-88.7%
-95.1%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
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LAUS MINERALS
M&C LOGISTICS AND TRADING LIMITED
MAGNATE PRECIOUS METALS
OAR GHANA LIMITED
PRESTIGE METAL LOGISTICS GHANA LTD
QUANTUM GOLD LIMITED
RAFMOH GOLD LIMITED
SABOO'S FORWARDERS
SEWIA MINING
STELNA SOLUTIONS LTD
SWB4 COMPANY LIMITED
TRUST INTERGRITY INTERNATIONAL
VAIPRA IMPEX
VIMSTAR COMPANY LIMITED
YH COMPANY LIMITED
Total

2,041
2,187
1,707
3,265
18,416
51,592
16
1,405
8,402
9,815
77,094
31
1,175,318

15,629
1,285

12,337
1,495
2,197
30
60
691
771
899
1,091
2,919
98,001

665.6%
-41.2%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-33.0%
-95.7%
83.4%
-50.8%
-100.0%
-90.8%
-98.6%
9354.8%
-91.7%

Source: Precious Minerals Marketing Company (2022)
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Appendix Six (6): Value of Gold Purchased by Licensed Gold Exporting Companies (US$)
Name of Company
A.G.B COMPANY LIMITED
AISIBCO LIMITED
AMPSEL COMMODITIES LIMITED
ARIMA INTRA GHANA LIMITED
ASANSKA JEWELLERY LIMITED
ASAP VASA COMPANY LIMITED
AU MINERAL RESOURCES LIMITED
BH MINERALS
BLAZE METALS
BRENLEY QUARTZ COMPANY LTD
BULLION CITY LIMITED
COSMOS EDGE COMPANY LIMITED
COSMOS EDGE INVESTMENT
DE-APIDAGO COMPANY LIMITED
DUNAMIS PLAST
FAVDAZ GOLD
FIORE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
GHG GHANA LIMITED
GOLD COAST REFINERY LIMITED
GOLD CREST REFINERY LIMITED
GOLD EMPIRE RESOURCES LIMITED
GOLD RECOVERY GHANA LIMITED

2020
17,081

2021
26,493

68,030,732
44,519,920
83,091,048
1,088,791
5,263,924
11,379,350
53,642,410
562,824,572
157,396,192

8,105,136
18,932,699
10,413,611
4,496,056
18,057,442
331,372
1,060,160
14,695,295

89,911,742
188,997,382
202,365

449,165

6,795,050

117,993
571,705
360,568

482,562
13,321,471
4,262,903

4,660,105
94,549
3,050,064

Y-O-Y % Change
-100.00%
-100.00%
-81.79%
-77.21%
-100.00%
97.83%
-60.49%
-66.34%
-99.94%
-99.33%
-100.00%
-99.76%
-100.00%
-91.59%
#DIV/0!
-100.00%
-65.02%
-28.45%
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GOLDEN EMPIRE LEGACY LIMITED
GOLDRIDGE GHANA LIMITED
H.A EXPLOITS
HELVENT INVESTMENT LIMITED
IVEX MINERALS
JORLY MINERALS LIMITED
JRG REFINERY
KARLS GROUP
KOANTWI COMPANY LIMITED
KYEI & AMANKWA CONSULTING LTD
LAUS MINERALS
M&C LOGISTICS AND TRADING LIMITED
MAGNATE PRECIOUS METALS
OAR GHANA LIMITED
PRESTIGE METAL LOGISTICS GHANA LTD
QUANTUM GOLD LIMITED
RAFMOH GOLD LIMITED
SABOO'S FORWARDERS
SEWIA MINING
STELNA SOLUTIONS LTD
SWB4 COMPANY LIMITED
TRUST INTEGRITY INTERNATIONAL
VAIPRA IMPEX
VIMSTAR COMPANY LIMITED
YH COMPANY LIMITED
Total

167,906,118
7,211,372
84,578,162
266,734
16,398,417
3,258,961
17,465,515
128,554,190
3,802,346
3,601,246
3,158,737
6,125,859
34,842,889
90,548,289
31,623
2,353,090
15,763,741
18,588,751
131,723,925
58,902
2,027,466,360

1,571,328
7,217,736
320,171
30,921
3,228,681
904,222

-99.06%
0.09%
-99.62%
-88.41%
-94.49%
-100.00%
-100.00%
7,171,403
-100.00%
28,252,747 643.03%
2,313,166
-35.77%
-100.00%
-100.00%
22,169,799 -36.37%
2,721,251
3,935,357
-95.65%
53,097
67.91%
106,837
1,219,512
-48.17%
-100.00%
1,381,396
1,699,665
-90.86%
1,920,274
-98.54%
5,273,900
8853.71%
176,913,874 -91.27%

Source: Precious Minerals Marketing Company (2022)
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